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FOREWORD ON INDEX OF TRIANGLES

In the first publication, called THE SCIENCE OF TRIANGLES, the theme of this science was
considered from a variety of perspectives ranging between the ultimate universe and the etheric
centres in relation with the etheric body of the individual human being. A prime intention was and is to
“show” in a symbolical way the countless relationships between the micro-cosmos called “the human
being” and the macro-cosmos of the infinite universe. One conclusion may well be accepted as a
serious hypothesis that each human being is an immortal spiritual being, literally “a Son of God”. His
future is timeless and endless. This concept places our present business with planet Earth in a
deeper and hopefully meaningful perspective.
Since this second publication as an INDEX is closely integrated in this theme on triangles, it has been
decided to present it in another document. The reason is that this index is in essence according to the
published books all the triangles that were given by the Tibetan Master Djwhal Khul in the 24 books.
This index, embracing about 550 relationships - as the Science of Triangles is basically the Science of
Relationships - has been synthesized into a number of mutually interacting and/or interlocked
dynamic relationships. Again, these relationships are based on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cosmic triangles;
Zodiacal triangles;
Solar systemic triangles including the planets involved;
Planetary triangles of the Earth;
Human individual triangles, as for the groups-dynamic and for humanity as a whole

It might be noted here that there are many pairs of triangles representing a subjective and an
objective triangle. For instance, the six-pointed stars are of interest here, because basically every sixpointed star is composed of two interlaced triangles; usually a “higher” and a “lower” one. The higher
triangle usually is a direct effect of some divine or spiritual purpose or intention, for which the lower
triangle is the instrument of manifestation of that purpose or intent. Besides that, we have many other
types of relationships in geometrical patterns.

Academy of Wisdom Teaching Europe
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COSMIC TRIANGLES
Books
EA = Esoteric Astrology
R&I = Rays and Initiations
TCF = Treatise on Cosmic Fire
COSMIC TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle: GREAT BEAR (7 stars) – PLEIADES (7 stars) – 7 sacred planets of solar system.
EA 31 - Great interlocking triangles exist between the seven planets of our solar system and these
two cosmic constellations of seven stars.
Triangle: Seven Rishis of GREAT BEAR - Seven planetary Logoi of solar system - Seven PLEIADES
or Sisters.
EA 640, TCF 801 - Cosmic triangle, meaning: "Until the mystery of the GREAT BEAR is revealed and
is known as it is, and until the influence of PLEIADES is comprehended, and the true significance of
the triangle is revealed, the karma of the seven sacred planets will remain unknown.
Cosmic triangle Ray 1. The will, which initiates.
Ray 1 star GREAT BEAR – Ray 1 star PLEIADES – VULCAN Ray 1.
Cosmic triangle Ray 2. The will to unification.
Ray 2 star GREAT BEAR – Ray 2 star PLEIADES – JUPITER Ray 2.
Cosmic triangle Ray 3. The will to evolution.
Ray 3 star GREAT BEAR – Ray 3 star PLEIADES – SATURN ray 3.
Cosmic triangle Ray 4. The will to harmonisation.
Ray 4 star GREAT BEAR – Ray 4 star PLEIADES – MERCURY ray 4.
Cosmic triangle Ray 5. The will to action.
Ray 5 star GREAT BEAR – Ray 5 star PLEIADES – VENUS ray 5.
Cosmic triangle Ray 6. The will to causation.
Ray 6 star GREAT BEAR – Ray 6 star PLEIADES – NEPTUNE ray 6.
Cosmic triangle Ray 7. The will towards expression.
Ray 7 star GREAT BEAR – Ray 7 star PLEIADES – URANUS ray 7.
EA 31, 589 - Each of these seven rays, coming from the GREAT BEAR, is transmitted into our solar
system via three (zodiacal) constellations and their ruling (solar systemic) planets.
Zodiacal triangle Ray 1. ARIES – LEO – CAPRICORN.
Zodiacal triangle Ray 2. GEMINI– VIRGO – PISCES.
Zodiacal triangle Ray 3. CANCER – LIBRA – CAPRICORN.
Zodiacal triangle Ray 4. TAURUS – SCORPIO – SAGITTARIUS.
Zodiacal triangle Ray 5. LEO – SAGITTARIUS – AQUARIUS.
Zodiacal triangle Ray 6. VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS – PISCES.
Zodiacal triangle Ray 7. ARIES – CANCER – CAPRICORN.
The cosmic triangles are related to the zodiacal triangles, which have the same ray numbers 1 to 7.
Cosmic Triangle of three great systems in close interaction with each other.
1. System of SIRIUS.
2. System of the PLEIADES.
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3. System of which our sun is the focal point. - EA 375, 684
Cosmic Triangle of a transmission of life-force through the atomic matter of our planes, circulating in
deva substance, affecting humanity according to their rays. It will vivificate the permanent atoms and
the centres.
One of seven Rishis of GREAT BEAR - One of seven Sisters, a Pleiad - The Heavenly Man of our
solar scheme - TCF 657
Cosmic constellations (and their many interlocking triangles), creating numerous cosmic triangles and
thus influencing our solar system via the zodiac.
1. The GREAT BEAR.
2. The little Bear. (Ursa Minor)
3. The Pole Star.
4. The PLEIADES.
5. Constellation CAPRICORN.
6. Draco. - EA 640
Triangle of spiritual energy of enormous potency of a very ancient relationship between our Lord of
the World, Sanat Kumara, and the Lord of SIRIUS.
SIRIUS – Hierarchy – Heart of the Sun - R&I 414
Cosmic Triangle: Our solar system with the PLEIADES and one of the stars of the GREAT BEAR
form a cosmic triangle or an aggregation of three centres in the Body of the One about Whom Naught
may be Said. The seven stars of the GREAT BEAR correspond to the seven head centres of this
Great Entity.
Our solar system – PLEIADES – Star of the GREAT BEAR. - EA 655, 658
Cosmic Triangle: SIRIUS, the PLEIADES and our SUN form a cosmic triangle.
Our solar system – SIRIUS – PLEIADES. - EA 658, TCF 375
Triangle of three cosmic (zodiacal) crosses and the human centres:
Mutable Cross – Fixed Cross – Cardinal Cross
1. The Mutable Cross (Gemini, VIRGO, SAGITTARIUS and PISCES) stimulate and affect the
human etheric centres below the diaphragm.
2. The Fixed Cross (TAURUS, LEO, SCORPIO and AQUARIUS) stimulate and affect the
heart, the throat and the ajna centres.
3. The Cardinal Cross (ARIES, CANCER, LIBRA and CAPRICORN) stimulates and affects
the head centre to become the centre in the initiate's body through which control comes.
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ZODIACAL TRIANGLES
Books
EXH = Externalisation of Hierarchy
GWP = Glamour, a World Problem
LOS = Light of the Soul
R&I = Rays and Initiations
TCF = Treatise on Cosmic Fire
ARIES TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle of the three Full Moons of three Spiritual Festivals.
ARIES – TAURUS – GEMINI- EXH 422, R&I 254
Triangle of Evolution upon the reversed wheel
ARIES – TAURUS – GEMINI- EA 151
Triangle of three successive initiations; three secrets
ARIES – TAURUS – GEMINI- EA 387
Two triangles creating a 6-point Star with CAPRICORN – AQUARIUS – PISCES. Higher or spiritual
aspect of King Salomon’s seal. The “Star of Christ”. The star of the subjective in the disciple’s life,
leading to expansion and liberation. (related to the Star of Humanity)
ARIES – TAURUS – GEMINIpart of 6-pointed star CAPRIORN – AQUARIUS – PISCES EA 389/391
Triangle of horned animals; God (Father/ Son/ Spirit) related to Shamballa /Hierarchy /Humanity.
Triangle of great transformers of the Plan. Catalysts.
ARIES – TAURUS – CAPRICORN - EA 156
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
ARIES – GEMINI– LIBRA - EA 348
Triangle via VIRGO & MERCURY or the Triangle for the Christ-child in VIRGO
ARIES – GEMINI– SCORPIO - EA 271/273, 548
Triangle of the CC (Also ARIES – CAPRICORN – LIBRA)
ARIES – CANCER – LIBRA - EA 553/575
Zodiacal triangle or Ray 7
ARIES – CANCER – CAPRICORN - EA 86, 423
Zodiacal triangle of the CC (Also ARIES – CAPRICORN – LIBRA)
ARIES – CANCER – CAPRICORN - EA 423, 474
Three persons of the divine Trinity. Inaugurating the New Age.
ARIES – LEO – VIRGO - EA 485
Triangle of FIRE (burns the dross); triangle representing the three crosses
ARIES – LEO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 287, 293
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 1
ARIES – LEO – CAPRICORN - EA 423, 485, 621
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 1; Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
ARIES – LEO – CAPRICORN - EA 86, 423
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Triangle of Will-energy. See also: Pointer – ARIES – VULCAN & PLUTO – Shamballa p. 195/196.
ARIES – LEO – POLARIS - EA 197
Triangle of Crisis of the Burning Ground
ARIES – LIBRA – ARIES - EA 472
Zodiacal triangle of the CC
ARIES – LIBRA – CAPRICORN - EA 553/575
Triangle by URANUS – a great pair of opposites (ARIES and LIBRA)!
ARIES – LIBRA – AQUARIUS - EA 101, 247, 548
The Path of Initiation
ARIES – LIBRA – SUN - EA 466
Triangle of Death (related to CC – FC – MC). The Science of Divine Death.
ARIES – SCORPIO – PISCES - EA 95/98
Triangle of Crisis of the Battlefield
ARIES – SCORPIO – CAPRICORN - EA 472
Triangle of the death of the lower self and a culmination of qualities in these three signs, each
representing one of the three crosses.
ARIES (CC) – AQUARIUS (FC) – PISCES (MC) EA 150
Triangle of the fate of three planets
ARIES – In ARIES: The Sun is exalted – VENUS is lessened – SATURN falls. EA 104
Triangle of decanates (planets) in ARIES (advanced)
ARIES: VENUS – the Sun – MARS. EA 106
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TAURUS TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle of the entire secret of divine planning and purpose, hidden in TAURUS. One of the most
important triangles in the cosmic series of relationships.
TAURUS (via the PLEIADES) – THE GREAT BEAR – THE SOLAR SYSTEM - EA 375
Cosmic triangle, aligned with the triangle of TAURUS – PLUTO – the Earth (because of the influx of
the Shamballa force).
TAURUS – THE PLEIADES – THE GREAT BEAR - EA 376
Cosmic triangle releasing will-energy; a stimulation of the will-to-serve the plan, for the purposes of
Deity.
THE GREAT BEAR – TAURUS (via one of the PLEIADES) – the EARTH/Shamballa - EA 376
Triangle of three successive initiations; three secrets
TAURUS – ARIES – GEMINI- EA 387
Subjective Triangle behind manifestation in CANCER and PISCES
TAURUS – ARIES – GEMINI- EA 314, 320
Triangle representing each of the three cosmic crosses.
TAURUS – ARIES – GEMINI- EA 151
Triangle of the three horned signs
TAURUS – ARIES – CAPRICORN - EA 156/158
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
TAURUS – GEMINI– SCORPIO - EA 348
Triangle of FC (Also TAURUS – AQUARIUS – SCORPIO)
TAURUS – LEO – SCORPIO - EA 553, 575
Triangle of FC, triangle of the 4th Creative hierarchy (humanity) out of 12 all.
TAURUS – LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 289
Triangle perfecting the human way of knowledge – expressed in service.
TAURUS – LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 487
Triangle of EARTH signs (use matter for divine purpose), lights of knowledge, wisdom & initiation.
Triangle representing each of the three crosses. Triangle of Aspiration – Mother/Child – Christ life.
TAURUS – VIRGO – CAPRICORN - EA 259, 379, 384
Triangle of signs connected via the planet VULCAN, Ray 1.
TAURUS – VIRGO – AQUARIUS - EA 395
Triangle by VENUS towards intelligent, spiritual love.
TAURUS – LIBRA – CAPRICORN – EA 244
Triangle of the Path of initiation ruled by Rays 1 & 7 and by the planets PLUTO, URANUS &
VULCAN.
TAURUS – LIBRA – PISCES - EA 166
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 4. The Ray 4 is expected to come in manifestation again around the year
2025.
TAURUS – SCORPIO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 86, 423, 489, 590
Triangle (one of three) for unfolding the human mind.
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TAURUS – SCORPIO – CAPRICORN - EA 495
Triangle of initiation (Hercules, Buddha, Christ)
TAURUS – SCORPIO – PISCES - EA 204, 486
Triangle of the point of radiant fire; the holiest three. (AQUARIUS being presently the highest of the
FC at the apex?)
TAURUS – CAPRICORN – AQUARIUS - EA 594
Triangle of horned animals; God (Father/ Son/ Spirit) -> Shamballa /Hierarchy /Humanity; great
transformers of the Plan. Catalysts.
TAURUS – CAPRICORN – ARIES - EA 154
Triangle on Rule 12 For Disciples and Initiates: Let the group serve as AQUARIUS indicates; let
MERCURY speed the group upon the upward Way and let TAURUS bring illumination and the
attainment of the vision; let the mark of the Saviour, as the group toils in PISCES, be seen above the
aura of the group.
TAURUS – AQUARIUS – PISCES - R&I 23, R&I 227/234
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GEMINI TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle of the Cosmic Christ behind the fourfold phenomenal appearance of the MC (VIRGO,
SAGITTARIUS, PISCES and GEMINI).
GEMINI– THE GREAT BEAR – THE PLEIADES - EA 348
Subjective Triangle behind manifestation (form-taking) in CANCER & PISCES. GEMINIrules the
etheric body.
GEMINI– ARIES – TAURUS - EA 92, 320, 344
Triangle of three successive initiations, 3 secrets
GEMINI– ARIES – TAURUS - EA 151, 387
A zodiacal and a planetary triangle related: TAURUS – Shamballa; ARIES - Hierarchy; GEMINI –
Humanity.
GEMINI– ARIES – TAURUS - EXH 422
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities. To learn to overcome all desire and selfishness and to learn to
function as a divine soul.
GEMINI– ARIES – LIBRA - EA 52
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
GEMINI– TAURUS – SCORPIO - EA 348
Triangle of average humanity and related to the world crisis as well.
GEMINI– CANCER – LEO - EA 161
A zodiacal and a solar triangle interrelated: GEMINI- Heart of the SUN and CANCER - Physical SUN
and AQUARIUS - Spiritual SUN; the three aspects of divinity are focussed
GEMINI– CANCER – AQUARIUS - EA 351
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
GEMINI– LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 348
GEMINI- the two pillars of the Masons. We state symbolically:
(1) LEO governs the E\ A\ degree. (2) GEMINIgoverns the F\ C\ degree. (3) SAGITTARIUS governs
the degree of M\ M\ up to the episode of the raising of the Master. CAPRICORN governs the final part
of the ceremony and the H\ R\ A\
GEMINI– LEO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 64
Triangle of: (1) LEO controls the positive Dweller. (2) GEMINI controls the processes of oscillation. (3)
SAGITTARIUS controls the negative Dweller. We add that the three signs - SCORPIO,
SAGITTARIUS, CAPRICORN - lead finally to the fusion of Dweller & Angel.
GEMINI– LEO – SAGITTARIUS - GWP 155
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 2
GEMINI– VIRGO – PISCES - EA 491, 626/628
Triangle of the MC (Also GEMINI – VIRGO - SAGITTARIUS and GEMINI – PISCES –
SAGITTARIUS)
GEMINI– VIRGO – PISCES - EA 553/575
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
GEMINI– VIRGO – PISCES - EA 348
Triangle of AIR; towards the Mind of God; three crosses related to the triangle of the GREAT BEAR –
the PLEIADES – SIRIUS. It is a 6-fold relation.
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GEMINI– LIBRA – AQUARIUS - EA 241, 349
Triangle of GEMINI - SIRIUS, of LIBRA - PLEIADES, of AQUARIUS - GREAT BEAR for resolution of
pair of opposites. The resolution of the pairs of opposites. (Into synthesis?)
GEMINI– LIBRA – AQUARIUS - EA 349
To bring the solar Angel, the Son of Mind, the Divine Manasaputra into the seat of power - via three
great Lives Who function through Gemini-LIBRA-AQUARIUS.
GEMINI– LIBRA – AQUARIUS EA 493/495
GEMINI potently influences the life of the disciples, with SAGITTARIUS gradually "piercing the heart
with his arrows. Upon the flight of the arrow, the man reaches CAPRICORN." Then comes the Crisis
of Renunciation.
GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS – CAPRICORN - EA 61
Triangle of the MC (also GEMINI– VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS and GEMINI – VIRGO - PISCES )
GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS – PISCES - EA 553/575
The strong second ray influence of GEMINI in this triangle; for the horoscopes of advanced humans
and esoteric groups.
GEMINI and the pair of CANCER – CAPRICORN - EA 346/348
The strong second ray influence of GEMINI in this triangle; for the horoscopes of advanced humans
and esoteric groups.
GEMINI and the pair of LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 346/348
The strong second ray influence of GEMIN Iin this triangle; for the horoscopes of advanced humans
and esoteric groups.
GEMINI and the pair of VIRGO – PISCES - EA 346/348
The strong second ray influence of GEMINI in this triangle; for the horoscopes of advanced humans
and esoteric groups.
GEMINI and the pair of LIBRA – ARIES - EA 346/348
The strong second ray influence of GEMINI in this triangle; for the horoscopes of advanced humans
and esoteric groups.
GEMINI and the pair of SCORPIO – TAURUS - EA 346/348
The strong second ray influence of GEMINI in this triangle; for the horoscopes of advanced humans
and esoteric groups.
GEMINI and the pair of SAGITTARIUS – GEMINI- EA 346/348
The strong second ray influence of GEMINI in this triangle; for the horoscopes of advanced humans
and esoteric groups. In this case, the Sun is in Gemini.
GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS – PISCES - EA 346/348
The Path of Discipleship is ruled by the planets SATURN and VENUS, by rays 3 & 5 and by the three
signs of GEMINI, SAGITTARIUS and CAPRICORN.
GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS – CAPRICORN - EA 165/166
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CANCER TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Cosmic – solar triangle of DYNAMIC ENERGY. Related to the 5th Creative Hierarchy or the 8th
Unknown.
From SIRIUS to CANCER – CAPRICORN – SATURN - EA 50
Triangle of the CC (Also CANCER ARIES – CAPRICORN and CANCER – LIBRA – CAPRICORN)
CANCER – ARIES – LIBRA - EA 553/575
Triangle of the CC; zodiacal triangle of Ray 7, One of three triangles for the three stages of evolution,
discipleship ad initiation of man.
CANCER – ARIES – CAPRICORN - EA 86, 423, 474, 590
Triangle influencing the masses of man on the MC.
CANCER – GEMINI– LEO - EA 161
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
CANCER - GEMINI– CAPRICORN - EA 348
Three aspects of the SUN: GEMINI - Heart of the SUN and CANCER - Physical SUN and AQUARIUS
- Spiritual SUN; the three aspects of divinity are focussed
CANCER – GEMINI– AQUARIUS - EA 351
Triangle of average humanity and of the world-crisis
CANCER – LEO – GEMINI- EA 161
Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
CANCER – LEO – VIRGO - EA 320
A triangle of specific keynotes.
CANCER – LEO – SCORPIO - EA 332
Triangle for the unfoldment of the mind.
CANCER – LEO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 495
Triangle of consciousness of (1) masses, (2) self/individual and (3) groups.
CANCER – LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 61, 311, 495
Triangle by the MOON – on forms of consciousness. A cosmic triangle.
CANCER – VIRGO – AQUARIUS - EA 219, 273, 321
Triangle of the Mother aspect in terms of consciousness
CANCER – VIRGO – PISCES - EA 266
Triangle of the CC
CANCER – LIBRA – CAPRICORN - EA 553/575
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 3
CANCER – LIBRA – CAPRICORN - EA 86, 423, 590, 628, 632
Triangle of WATER signs; first water cleans then fire burns the dross by purification.
CANCER – SCORPIO – PISCES - EA 287, 317, 320
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LEO TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Man on the MC
LEO – POLARIS (LITTLE BEAR) – POINTER (GREAT BEAR) - EA 196, 482
Double connected by the two pointer stars of the GREAT BEAR.
LEO – POLARIS – ARIES - EA 197
Influencing the initiates.
LEO – SIRIUS - SOLAR SYSTEM PLANETS - EA 300
A major triangle, influencing the Hierarchy.
LEO – SIRIUS – JUPITER - EA 417
Triangle of the first initiation.
LEO – SIRIUS – URANUS - EA 447
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 1
LEO – ARIES – CAPRICORN - EA 86, 417, 423, 489, 613, 619/621
Triangle of FIRE signs.
LEO – ARIES – SAGITTARIUS - EA 287, 293
Triangle of three persons of the divine Trinity; triangle of the inauguration of the new age.
LEO – ARIES – VIRGO - EA 194, 485
Triangle of FC (Also LEO – TAURUS – AQUARIUS and LEO - SCORPIO – AQUARIUS). Triangle of
disciples and of the world crisis
LEO – TAURUS – SCORPIO - EA 162
Triangle of the FC, of perfecting the human way of knowledge
LEO – TAURUS – AQUARIUS - EA 289, 488
Triangle of average humanity and of the world crisis.
LEO – GEMINI– CANCER - EA 161
Triangle for Free Masons: (1) LEO governs the E\ A\ degree. (2) GEMINI governs the F\ C\ degree.
(3) SAGITTARIUS governs the degree of M\ M\ up to the raising of the Master. CAPRICORN governs
the final part of the ceremony and the H\ R\ A\.
LEO – GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS - EA 64, GWP 156
Triangle of 1 of 6 great dualities.
LEO – GEMINI– AQUARIUS - EA 348
Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
LEO – CANCER – VIRGO - EA 320
Triangle of (1) CANCER visions life in LEO; (2) LEO seeks release in SCORPIO; (3) SCORPIO
stages the release of LEO.
LEO – CANCER – SCORPIO - EA 332
Triangle affecting the mental response apparatus
LEO – CANCER – SAGITTARIUS - EA 495
Triangle of consciousness of (1) masses, (2) self/individual & (3) group
LEO – CANCER – AQUARIUS - EA 61, 312, 495
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Triangle of Crisis of the Birthplace
LEO – VIRGO – CAPRICORN - EA 472
Triangle of subtle aspects of consciousness; crises of the soul.
LEO – VIRGO – PISCES - EA 290, 469/473
Triangle of three crises (individuality, balance, initiation)
LEO – LIBRA – CAPRICORN - EA 265, 271, 487
Triangle of consciousness (three aspects) Triangle of initiation (LEO number 5 or 8; SCORPIO
number 8 or 5; CAPRICORN number 10 = 2 x 5).
LEO – SCORPIO – CAPRICORN - EA 286, 298
Triangle of the FC (Also LEO – SCORPIO – TAURUS and LEO - TAURUS – SCORPIO)
LEO – SCORPIO – AQUARIUS - EA 195
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 5. Triangle of the Man towards initiation (CAPRICORN)
LEO – SAGITTARIUS – AQUARIUS - EA 86, 174, 423, 485, 489/493
Three major streams of energy upon the Path of Initiation (cosmic, zodiacal, solar systemic, and
human centres): (1) From the GREAT BEAR, the PLEIADES & SIRIUS, to (2) LEO, CAPRICORN &
PISCES, to (3) SATURN, MERCURY & URANUS.
LEO – CAPRICORN – PISCES - EA 80, 421/442, 449/452, 537/539, 542
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VIRGO TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle of three persons of the divine Trinity.
VIRGO – ARIES – LEO - EA 194, 485
Triangle of EARTH signs (use matter for divine purpose), lights of knowledge, wisdom, initiation, three
crosses
VIRGO – TAURUS – CAPRICORN - EA 259, 379, 384
Triangle of the MC (Also VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS – PISCES and VIRGO – GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS)
VIRGO – GEMINI– PISCES - EA 553/575
Zodiacal triangle Ray 2
VIRGO – GEMINI- PISCES - EA 86, 423, 489, 491, 590, 622, 626/628
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
VIRGO – GEMINI– PISCES - EA 348
Triangle of MC (Also VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS – PISCES and VIRGO – GEMINI- PISCES)
VIRGO – GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS - EA 553/575
Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
VIRGO – CANCER – LEO - EA 320
Triangle via the MOON as planetary ruler - of consciousness
VIRGO – CANCER – AQUARIUS - EA 277, 321
Triangle of the matter or Mother aspect in terms of consciousness
VIRGO – CANCER – PISCES - EA 266
Triangle of Crisis of the Birthplace
VIRGO – LEO – CAPRICORN - EA 472
Triangle of subtle aspects of consciousness
VIRGO – LEO - PISCES - EA 290, 469, 472
Triangle of the CANCER subject.
VIRGO – SCORPIO – AQUARIUS - EA 341
Triangle of the MC; triangle with JUPITER as planetary ruler.
VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS – PISCES - EA 277
Zodiacal triangle Ray 6
VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS – PISCES - EA 86, 423, 489, 590
Triangle of the Christ Principle.
VIRGO – CAPRICORN – PISCES - EA 262
Triangle via JUPITER, relating SAGITTARIUS as goal and purpose.
VIRGO – AQUARIUS – PISCES - EA 188, 277, 280
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LIBRA TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Cosmic – zodiacal triangle of energies for Masters Whose decision it is to tread the second Path.
They are taught the control and direction of these energies.
STAR OF THE GREAT BEAR – LIBRA – SOLAR SYSTEM - R&I 405
Cosmic - zodiacal triangle of dynamic energy from the GREAT BEAR via ARIES and LIBRA & via the
Sun veiling VULCAN, related to the 2nd (the 11th unknown) Creative Hierarchy.
GREAT BEAR - LIBRA – ARIES - EA 50
Triangle of Path 1 of the Way of the Higher Evolution; the Path of Earth Service.
DRACO – LIBRA – THE SOLAR SYSTEM - R&I 426, TCF 1247
Triangle of Crisis of the Burning Ground
LIBRA – ARIES – ARIES - EA 472
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
LIBRA – ARIES – GEMINI- EA 348
Developing the mind and overcoming desire.
LIBRA – ARIES – GEMINI- EA 52
Triangle of CC (Also LIBRA – CANCER – CAPRICORN and LIBRA – CANCER - ARIES)
LIBRA – ARIES – CAPRICORN - EA 553/575
Triangle by URANUS as planetary ruler – a great pair of opposites!
LIBRA – ARIES – AQUARIUS - EA 247, 548
Triangle of VENUS (as a planetary ruler) towards intelligent, spiritual love and related to three lower
kingdoms of nature, being aspects of divine life.
LIBRA – TAURUS – CAPRICORN - EA 244
Triangle of the Path of Initiation ruled by VULCAN, URANUS and PLUTO.
LIBRA – TAURUS – PISCES - EA 166
Triangle of AIR signs – towards the Mind of God. GEMINI - cosmic energy from SIRIUS. LIBRA - the
PLEIADES. AQUARIUS - consciousness of the GREAT BEAR. From duality to synthesis. To bring
the Soul into power.
LIBRA – GEMINI– AQUARIUS - EA 241, 349, 493/495
Triangle of the CC (Also LIBRA – CANCER – ARIES and LIBRA – CAPRICORN – ARIES)
LIBRA – CANCER – CAPRICORN - EA 553/575
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 3
LIBRA – CANCER – CAPRICORN - EA 86, 423, 489, 491, 590, 628
CANCER admits the soul into Humanity. CAPRICORN admits the soul into the Hierarchy. LIBRA
admits the soul into Shamballa,
LIBRA – CANCER – CAPRICORN - EA 168
Triangle of three crises (individuality, balance, initiation)
LIBRA – LEO – CAPRICORN - EA 487
Triangle of Balance. SCORPIO stands between two signs of balance or of equilibrium SAGITTARIUS & LIBRA. LIBRA is a point of balance before the testing & trial of SCORPIO.
SAGITTARIUS is a point of balance after that testing. The directed arrow will carry him through the
portal of initiation. LIBRA – SCORPIO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 189
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Triangle of three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the
freedom of the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
LIBRA – SCORPIO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 320
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SCORPIO TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Triangle of MAGNETIC ENERGY – Solar Fire – via MARS, ruling the Third Creative Hierarchy or the
10th Unknown.
THE SEVEN SOLAR SYSTEMS – TAURUS – SCORPIO - EA 50, 467
Triangle producing the manifestation of the Hierarchy bringing four energies (initiating & transmitting)
leading humanity towards discipleship & initiation.
SIRIUS – SCORPIO – MARS - EA 483
Triangle via VIRGO and MERCURY; a triangle for the Christ-child in VIRGO.
SCORPIO – ARIES – GEMINI- EA 271
Triangle of the soul, in objective manifestation, passing through peculiar and definite crises of (1)
battle field, (2) birth place, (3) burning ground.
SCORPIO – ARIES – VIRGO - EA 101
Triangle of MARS as planetary ruler, ruling these three signs.
SCORPIO – ARIES – SAGITTARIUS - EA 210/214
Triangle of Crisis of the Battle Field
SCORPIO – ARIES - CAPRICORN - EA 472
Triangle of Death
SCORPIO – ARIES – PISCES - EA 96/98, 212/215
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities (TAURUS – SCORPIO).
SCORPIO – TAURUS- GEMINI- EA 348
Triangle of the FC (Also SCORPIO – AQUARIUS – TAURUS and SCORPIO – LEO – AQUARIUS)
SCORPIO – TAURUS – LEO - EA 162
Triangle of disciples in the world-crisis, dominating the world.
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 4
SCORPIO – TAURUS – SAGITTARIUS - EA 86, 421, 489, 590
Triangle affecting the mental response apparatus of humanity.
SCORPIO – TAURUS – CAPRICORN - EA 495
Triangle of the FC
SCORPIO – TAURUS – AQUARIUS - EA 553/575
Triangle of initiation (Hercules, Buddha, Christ) – tests of SCORPIO.
SCORPIO – TAURUS – PISCES - EA 204/205
Triangle of three-fold division of the zodiac – as cosmic decanates. Triangle of initiation.
SCORPIO – TAURUS – PISCES - EA 486
Triangle of WATER signs. The waters of purification. True personality development.
SCORPIO – CANCER – PISCES - EA 287, 317
Triangle of initiation in CAPRICORN. LEO number 5 or 8, SCORPIO number 8 or 5, CAPRICORN
number 10 as 2 x 5.
SCORPIO – LEO – CAPRICORN - EA 298, 315
Triangle of consciousness. Three important crises in man's career: 1. Self-consciousness. 2. Dual,
warring consciousness of Discipleship. 3. Group consciousness as an initiate.
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SCORPIO – LEO – CAPRICORN - EA 286
Triangle of the FC, ruling the Path of discipleship.
SCORPIO – LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 195
Triangle of the revelation of the Christ within the form, the revelation of the serving individual and the
revelation of the final victory over death.
SCORPIO – VIRGO – AQUARIUS - EA 341
Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
SCORPIO – LIBRA – SAGITTARIUS - EA 189
Triangle leading finally to the fusion of the Dweller and the Angel.
SCORPIO – SAGITTARIUS – CAPRICORN - GWP 156
Triangle, important for the human kingdom on the three crosses.
SCORPIO – CAPRICORN – PISCES - EA 147
Triangle of initiates – in world-crisis. Taking of the third initiation.
SCORPIO – CAPRICORN – PISCES - EA 162
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SAGITTARIUS TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Triangle of Path 3 of the Way of the Higher Evolution. Path of training for planetary Logoi. The source
is Betelgeuse.
SAGITTARIUS – BETELGEUZE – SOLAR SYSTEM - TCF 1255
Triangle of the Centaur – Archer on a white horse – Bow and Arrow. Triangle of Personality – Soul –
Spirit.
SAGITTARIUS – SAGITTARIUS – SAGITTARIUS - EA 175/177
Triangle of signs representing each of the three crosses. Triangle of FIRE signs.
SAGITTARIUS – ARIES – LEO (MC, CC, FC) - EA 287, 293
Triangle of MARS, ruler of each of these three signs, representing the three cosmic crosses as well.
SAGITTARIUS – ARIES – SCORPIO - EA 209/213
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 4
SAGITTARIUS – TAURUS – SCORPIO - EA 86, 423, 590
LEO controls the positive Dweller. GEMINI controls the processes of oscillation. SAGITTARIUS
controls the negative Dweller. SCORPIO, SAGITTARIUS, CAPRICORN lead finally to fusion of
Dweller & Angel.
SAGITTARIUS – GEMINI– LEO - GWP 156
Triangle of the MC (Also SAGITTARIUS - GEMINI – PISCES and SAGITTARIUS – VIRGO –
PISCES)
SAGITTARIUS – GEMINI– VIRGO - EA 553/575
The Path of Discipleship, ruled by the rays 3 and 5, SATURN & VENUS. The disciple reaches
CAPRICORN and awaits the Crisis of Renunciation.
SAGITTARIUS – GEMINI– CAPRICORN - EA 61, 166
Triangle of the MC
SAGITTARIUS – GEMINI– PISCES - EA 347
Triangle of 1 of 6 great dualities
SAGITTARIUS – GEMINI– PISCES - EA 348
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 5
SAGITTARIUS – LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 86, 423, 492, 590
Triangle of Man towards initiation in CAPRICORN
SAGITTARIUS – LEO – AQUARIUS - EA 174, 485
Influences the mental response apparatus of humanity.
SAGITTARIUS – CANCER – LEO - EA 495
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 6
SAGITTARIUS – VIRGO – PISCES - EA 86, 423, 590
Triangle of the MC, by JUPITER.
SAGITTARIUS – VIRGO – PISCES - EA 277/279
Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
SAGITTARIUS – LIBRA – SCORPIO - EA 320
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CAPRICORN TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Dynamic energy (Electric fire) via SATURN, influencing the Fifth Creative Hierarchy (the 8th
Unknown).
SIRIUS – CANCER – CAPRICORN - EA 50
Triangle of horned animals. Father, Son, Spirit. Deep symbolism. Shamballa, Hierarchy, Humanity.
Great transformers of the Plan. Catalysts.
CAPRICORN – ARIES – TAURUS - EA 156
Triangle of the CC
CAPRICORN – ARIES – CANCER - EA 553/575
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 7
CAPRICORN – ARIES – CANCER - EA 86, 423, 489, 590
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 1
CAPRICORN – ARIES – LEO - EA 86, 423, 489, 590, 613, 621, 633
Triangle of the CC (Also CAPRICORN – ARIES – CANCER and CAPRICORN – LIBRA – CANCER)
CAPRICORN – ARIES – LIBRA - EA 553/575
Triangle of EARTH signs for the use matter for divine purpose. The lights of knowledge, wisdom,
initiation, the three crosses
CAPRICORN – TAURUS – VIRGO - EA 259, 379, 384
Triangle of the mineral, the vegetable and the animal kingdoms.
CAPRICORN – TAURUS – LIBRA - EA 245
Triangle of desire, aspiration and illumination – towards liberation.
CAPRICORN – TAURUS – SCORPIO - EA 495
Holiest triangle of the holy three: VENUS – MERCURY – the EARTH.
CAPRICORN – TAURUS – AQUARIUS - EA 594
Triangle of 1 out of 6 great dualities
CAPRICORN – GEMINI– CANCER - EA 348
Triangle of signs for the Path of Discipleship, rules by Rays 3 and 5 and the planets VENUS and
SATURN towards initiation in CAPRICORN. .
CAPRICORN – GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS - EA 166
Triangle of the CC
CAPRICORN – CANCER – LIBRA - EA 553/575
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 3
CAPRICORN – CANCER – LIBRA - EA 86, 423, 489, 590, 628
Triangle of three groups of aspirants
CAPRICORN – CANCER – PISCES - LOS 45
Triangle of the birth of Christ: The crisis of the birthplace in VIRGO (via MERCURY, leading through
LEO to the birth of the Christ in CAPRICORN.
CAPRICORN – LEO – VIRGO - EA 101
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Triangle of three crises (individuality, balance, initiation)
CAPRICORN – LEO – LIBRA - EA 265, 271, 487
Triangle of consciousness (three aspects) leading to initiation.
CAPRICORN – LEO – SCORPIO - EA 286, 298
Triangle of one-pointed spiritual aspiration.
CAPRICORN – LEO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 175
Triangle ruling the Path of Initiation by energies streaming through (1) SATURN, MERCURY &
URANUS (the MOON), through (2) the head, ajna & heart centres, through (3) the throat, solar plexus
& base of the spine.
CAPRICORN – LEO – PISCES - EA 80, 421, 449, 537/550
Triangle of the Christ Principle.
CAPRICORN – VIRGO – PISCES - EA 262
Triangle of the fusion of the Dweller [on the Threshold] with the Angel [of the Presence].
CAPRICORN – SCORPIO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 156
Triangle of important signs for Humanity of each of the three crosses.
CAPRICORN – SCORPIO – PISCES - EA 147
Triangle of initiates – in world-crisis. To take the third initiation.
CAPRICORN – SCORPIO – PISCES - EA 162
Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
CAPRICORN – AQUARIUS – PISCES - EA 320
Triangle of perfected Man. Triangle of beginning signs or final signs.
CAPRICORN – AQUARIUS – PISCES - EA 150, 167, 174
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AQUARIUS TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
ALCYONE (PLEIADES), star of the Individual, star of intelligence, centre of the Sun’s orbit in space.
AQUARIUS – ALCYONE – HUMANITY - EA 200
Triangle by URANUS, creating the world server in AQUARIUS.
AQUARIUS – ARIES – CAPRICORN - EA 101
Triangle by URANUS, planetary ruler, for achieving equilibrium.
AQUARIUS – ARIES – LIBRA - EA 247, 548
Death of the lower self + culmination of qualities in these three signs /per cross
AQUARIUS – ARIES – PISCES - EA 141
Triangle of the FC (Also AQUARIUS – TAURUS – SCORPIO and AQUARIUS – SCORPIO – LEO)
AQUARIUS – TAURUS – LEO - EA 553/575
Triangle perfecting the human way of knowledge
AQUARIUS – TAURUS – LEO - EA 289, 488
Triangle of the FC
AQUARIUS – TAURUS – SCORPIO - EA 553/575
Rule XII - For Disciples and Initiates: Let the group serve as AQUARIUS indicates; let MERCURY
speed the group upon the upward Way and let TAURUS bring illumination and the attainment of the
vision; let the mark of the Saviour, as the group toils in PISCES, be seen above the aura of the group.
AQUARIUS – TAURUS – PISCES - R&I 23, R&I 227/238
GEMINI - Heart of the SUN & CANCER - Physical Sun & AQUARIUS - Spiritual Sun; the three
aspects of divinity are focussed.
AQUARIUS – GEMINI– CANCER - EA 351
Determining triangle for the initiate who has his Sun in LEO.
AQUARIUS – GEMINI– LEO - EA 347
Triangle 1 out of 6 great dualities
AQUARIUS – GEMINI– LEO - EA 348
Triangle of AIR signs towards the Mind of God. Mental unfoldment of the “Eternal Pilgrim”. Triangle of
GEMINI- SIRIUS, of LIBRA - PLEIADES, of AQUARIUS - GREAT BEAR for resolution of pair of
opposites. Triangle from duality to synthesis
AQUARIUS – GEMINI– LIBRA - EA 241, 349, 493/495
Triangle of consciousness, awareness of humanity.
AQUARIUS – CANCER – LEO - EA 61, 312
Triangle by the MOON, planetary ruler, of consciousness
AQUARIUS – CANCER – VIRGO - EA 321/323
Triangle of the FC
AQUARIUS – LEO - SCORPIO EA 195, 533/575
Triangle of Man towards initiation in CAPRICORN
AQUARIUS – LEO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 174, 485
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 5
AQUARIUS – LEO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 86, 423, 492, 555
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Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
AQUARIUS – CAPRICORN – PISCES - EA 320
Triangle of perfected Man, relation of consciousness of three signs. The world initiate, the world
server, the world saviour.
AQUARIUS – CAPRICORN – PISCES - EA 136, 174
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PISCES TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Triangle of death
PISCES – ARIES – SCORPIO - EA 94/98, 158, 214
Death of the lower self + culmination of qualities in these three signs /per cross
PISCES – ARIES – AQUARIUS - EA 98, 150
Triangle of the Path of Initiation, ruled by rays 1 and 7; by VULCAN, URANUS and PLUTO.
PISCES – TAURUS – LIBRA - EA 166
Triangle of initiation (Hercules, Buddha, Christ) Three-fold division of the zodiac in three cosmic
decanates.
PISCES – TAURUS – SCORPIO - EA 204, 486
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 2
PISCES – GEMINI – VIRGO - EA 86, 489, 590, 622, 628
Triangle of the MC (Also PISCES GEMIN I– SAGITTARIUS and PISCES - SAGITTARIUS – VIRGO)
PISCES – GEMINI – VIRGO - EA 347/349
Zodiacal triangle of Ray 6
PISCES – GEMINI– VIRGO - EA 86, 489, 590
Triangle of MC, marking Alpha and Omega.
PISCES – GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS - EA 347
Triangle 1 out of 6 great dualities
PISCES – GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS - EA 348
Triangle of the Mother-aspect in terms of consciousness
PISCES – CANCER – VIRGO - EA 266
Triangle of WATER signs; first water cleans then fire burns the dross by purification.
PISCES – CANCER – SCORPIO - EA 287, 317
Triangle of subtle aspects of consciousness. Triangle of (higher) influence of the human Monad.
Triangle, which will make our planet a “sacred planet”.
PISCES – LEO – VIRGO - EA 290, 469/472
Triangle ruling the Path of Initiation by energies streaming through (1) SATURN, MERCURY &
URANUS (the MOON), through (2) the head, ajna & heart centres, through (3) the throat, solar plexus
& base of the spine.
PISCES – LEO – CAPRICORN - EA 80, 421/442, 449, 537/550, 537/547
Zodiacal triangle of ray 6
PISCES – VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 86, 423
Triangle of the MC
PISCES – VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 553/575
Triangle of the stimulation of the indwelling Christ – in connection with JUPITER.
PISCES – VIRGO – SAGITTARIUS - EA 277
Triangle of the Christ Principle during this world period.
PISCES – VIRGO – CAPRICORN - EA 262
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Triangle by JUPITER, planetary ruler, relating SAGITTARIUS as goal and purposes
PISCES – VIRGO – AQUARIUS - EA 277
Triangle of the lessening of MERCURY, of the mind.
PISCES – SCORPIO – CAPRICORN - EA 131
Triangle important for Humanity on the three cosmic crosses
PISCES – SCORPIO – CAPRICORN - EA 147
Triangle of initiates – in world-crisis. Triangle for taking the third initiation.
PISCES – SCORPIO – CAPRICORN - EA 162
Three signs out of nine signs of imprisonment in form (from CANCER to PISCES) to the freedom of
the Kingdom of God (PISCES)
PISCES – CAPRICORN - AQUARIUS - EA 320
Triangle of perfected Man, the world saviour; of the third initiation.
PISCES – CAPRICORN – AQUARIUS - EA 102, 146
Triangle of humanity: the relation of the individual to the mass of humanity and of the disciple to the
group. Part of a 6-pointed star of King Solomon’s star.
PISCES – CAPRICORN – AQUARIUS - EA 275
Triangle of the end or of the beginning, triangle of synthesis of the experiences on the three crosses.
PISCES – CAPRICORN – AQUARIUS - EA 150, 167, 174
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SOLAR STEMIC TRIANGLES
Books
EA = Esoteric Astrology
GWP = Glamour, a World Problem
R&I = Rays and Initiations
TCF = Treatise on Cosmic Fire
TAURUS - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle of magnetic energy from the seven solar systems and the FC upon the Path of Discipleship.
The 3rd Creative Hierarchy unknown, ruled by TAURUS.
TAURUS – SCORPIO – MARS - EA 50, 467
Three planetary rulers of TAURUS.
VENUS – VULCAN – VULCAN - EA 68
Triangle of three decanates of TAURUS.
VENUS – MERCURY – SATURN - EA 402
Triangle of three symbols of light. Physical SUN – Heart of the SUN – Spiritual SUN.
TAURUS – VULCAN – THE SUN - EA 393
A very close karmic triangle. Dharma related to Will, Desire, Light and Plan.
TAURUS – VENUS – EARTH - EA 382
A major cosmic triangle, bringing much present world difficulty.
TAURUS – PLUTO – EARTH - EA 376
Triangle of three planetary rulers of TAURUS.
VENUS – VULCAN – VULCAN - EA 68
The “difficult” triangle of rays 1 - 3 – 5 (along the first ray of energy).
VENUS – VULCAN – EARTH - EA 393
GEMINI - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - PURPOSE AND MEANING
Triangle of the Earth, planetary ruler of GEMINIand SAGITTARIUS. Soul development leading to the
gate of initiation in CAPRICORN.
GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS – THE EARTH - EA 356
Dynamic energy from the PLEIADES via this triangle towards the Fourth Creative Hierarchy. Entering
the Path of Discipleship.
GEMINI– SAGITTARIUS – MERCURY - EA 50, 466
Triangle of the three planetary rulers of GEMINI
MERCURY – VENUS – THE EARTH - EA 362
The three decanates of GEMINI
JUPITER – MARS – THE SUN - EA 369
A triangle of influences at the 2nd Initiation, involving solar plexus, heart and throat centres.
VENUS – NEPTUNE - JUPITER
A triangle of interest receiving vivification.
VENUS – THE EARTH – SATURN
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CANCER - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle, treading the Path of Purification, of Probation.
CANCER – CAPRICORN – SATURN - EA 466
The three planetary (Orthodox, Esoteric & Hierarchical) rulers of CANCER.
THE MOON – NEPTUNE – NEPTUNE - EA 68, 590
Triangle of three decanates of CANCER.
THE MOON – MERCURY – VENUS - EA 342
LEO - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
LEO and AQUARIUS, through the SUN and JUPITER relate to Ray 2. Develop individual
consciousness into world consciousness. Man becomes a world server.
LEO – AQUARIUS – THE SUN – JUPITER - EA 67
Three planetary rulers of LEO. Orthodox, esoteric and hierarchical.
LEO – THE SUN – THE SUN (NEPTUNE) – THE SUN (URANUS) - EA 68, 296/ 298, 300, 306/308
Three planetary rulers of the decanates of LEO
THE SUN – JUPITER – MARS - EA 311
Triangle governed by LEO
THE SUN – JUPITER – VENUS - EA 301
VIRGO - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle of (1) The Virgin - material form - personality – Dweller. (2) The SUN - spiritual nature – soul Angel. (3) The EARTH - aspiring man - the disciple.
VIRGO – THE SUN – THE EARTH - GWP 269
Planetary rulers of VIRGO. Orthodox, esoteric and hierarchical.
MERCURY – THE MOON (veiling VULCAN and NEPTUNE) – JUPITER - EA 263
Triangle the rulers of the three decanates of VIRGO
MERCURY – SATURN – VENUS - EA 284
Triangle of planetary rulers. The MOON veils VULCAN and/or NEPTUNE.
MERCURY – THE MOON – JUPITER - EA 68
Triangle of relationship of the EARTH with VIRGO and GEMINI.
VIRGO – GEMINI– MERCURY - EA 357, 360
VIRGO stands for a synthesis of these three (divine) feminine aspects.
EVE – ISIS – MARY - EA 254
LIBRA - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Entering the Path of Initiation.
LIBRA – ARIES – THE SUN - EA 466
Triangle of energies forming the Second Path of the Way of the Higher Evolution .
LIBRA – GEMINI– SOLAR SYSTEM - R&I 424
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Triangle of SATURN as planetary ruler
LIBRA – CAPRICORN – THE EARTH - EA 549
Triangle of three planetary rulers of LIBRA.
VENUS – URANUS – SATURN - EA 68, 243
Triangle of three decanates of LIBRA.
MERCURY – SATURN – JUPITER - EA 251
SCORPIO - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Triangle of the cosmic Christ working upon the Christ principle in the solar system, in the planet, in
man and in the lower forms of life expression.
SIRIUS – SCORPIO – HIERARCHY OF EARTH - EA 197/199
Triangle of planetary rulers of SCORPIO
MARS – MARS – MERCURY - EA 68, 209
Triangle of rulers of the decanates of SCORPIO
VENUS – THE SUN – MARS - EA 192
Triangle of MERCURY focussed upon the EARTH. After the third initiation!
SCORPIO – GEMINI– MERCURY - EA 357/361
SAGITTARIUS – SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Dynamic energy via the PLEIADES. The 4th Creative Hierarchy (unknown).
SAGITTARIUS – GEMINI– MERCURY - EA 50, 466
Triangle of planetary rulers of SAGITTARIUS.
JUPITER – THE EARTH – MARS - EA 86
Triangle of rulers of the decanates of SAGITTARIUS.
JUPITER – MARS – THE SUN - EA 192
CAPRICORN - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
Triangle expressive of SIRIAN energy) enable the aspirant to tread the Path of Purification, of
Probation.
CAPRICORN – CANCER – SATURN - EA 466
Triangle of the greater triangle of CAPRICORN – LEO – PISCES.
CAPRICORN – MERCURY – HUMANITY - EA 435
The three planetary rulers of CAPRICORN.
SATURN – SATURN – VENUS - EA 68, 163, 167
The three rulers of the three decanates for advanced men.
SATURN – VENUS – THE SUN (veiling a planet) - EA 172
AQUARIUS – SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
A line of energies to humanity from the PLEIADES.
AQUARIUS – ALCYONE – URANUS – JUPITER – HUMANITY - EA 201
Triangle by URANUS – a great pair of opposites (ARIES - LIBRA)!
AQUARIUS – ARIES – LIBRA - EA 247, 548
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Related by Ray 2, from individual to world-consciousness. The World server.
AQUARIUS – LEO – THE SUN – JUPITER - EA 67
The three planetary rulers of AQUARIUS.
AQUARIUS – URANUS – JUPITER – THE MOON - EA 68
Related by Ray 4
AQUARIUS – SCORPIO – MERCURY – THE MOON - EA 68
PISCES - SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE
The triangle of the sign of the Messiah’s coming is the conjunction of SATURN and JUPITER in the
sign of PISCES.
PISCES – JUPITER – SATURN - EA 661
Triangle of planetary rulers of PISCES.
JUPITER – PLUTO – PLUTO - EA 68
Triangle of rulers of the decanates.
SUN – VULCAN – MARS - EA 132
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SYSTEMIC TRIANGLES - MEANING & PURPOSE SEEING THE WHOLE - SYNTHESIS
Triangles of Grand Man of Heavens (Solar Logos) - Heavenly Man (Planet Logos) - Human.
1. Solar Logos - - - - Heavenly Men - - - - - - Deva Builders - - - - -A solar system
2. Planetary Logos - Human group units - - - Deva Builders - - - - A Scheme.
3. A Man - - - - - - - - Seven etheric centres - Elemental builders - Bodies.
Solar Logos – Planetary Logos – Man - TCF 438
Triangle of EARTH - MARS - PLUTO forming an interesting triangle with VENUS acting like the
impelling soul towards a rapidly integrating personality. This triangle can be a major factor, prior to
passing on to the Probationary Path (of discipleship).
EARTH – MARS – PLUTO - EA 508
The holy triangle. "He who sees in the dark light of Shamballa penetrates to that which lies beyond
our little sphere to that which can be sensed behind the holy triangle.”
VENUS – MERCURY – EARTH - EA 594
In the middle of the fifth round, the Lord of MERCURY will, with the Logos of the VENUS scheme and
of our Earth, form a temporary triangle of force.
VENUS – MERCURY – EARTH - EA 664, TCF 371
A triangle within the Earth planetary scheme, of these three chains. This triangle entirely concerns the
centres of the planetary Logos of our Earth scheme.
EARTH chain – VENUS chain – MERCURIUS chain - EA 691, TCF 390
Two related triangles on: The seven Gods were divided into two triads and the sun.
Lower Triad: MARS - MERCURY - VENUS.
Higher Triad: MOON - JUPITER - SATURN. (the MOON veils a hidden planet.) - EA 643
The Trinity is represented by the Sun (the Father), MERCURY (the Son), and VENUS (the Holy
Spirit).
SUN – MERCURY – VENUS. - EA 643
Our solar system has a triangle of “Three Synthesising Planets”.
URANUS – NEPTUNE – SATURN - EA 652
Triangle of the vehicles of the three super or major principles.
Triangle closely allied to the triangle above, but a hidden mystery lies here.
1. VENUS – JUPITER – SATURN
2. MERCURY – EARTH – MARS - EA 661
Esoteric triangle of VENUS - JUPITER – EARTH, because the Heavenly Men of VENUS and
JUPITER are magnetically linked with the Heavenly Man of our Earth scheme; it holds the solution of
the mystery of this (fourth) round (of this fourth Earth chain of the fourth planetary scheme) .
VENUS – JUPITER – EARTH - TCF 367/371
In connection with this triangle the analogy lies in the fact that MERCURY and the centre at the base
of the spine in the human being are closely allied.
MERCURY – MARS – EARTH - EA 662
In connection with this triangle: MERCURY and the centre at the base of the spine in the human
being are closely allied. MERCURY demonstrates kundalini in intelligent activity, while MARS
demonstrates kundalini latent. The truth lies hid in their two astrological symbols. In transmutation and
planetary geometrising, the secret may be revealed.
MERCURY – MARS – EARTH - EA 687, TCF 1176
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Triangle of the etheric inner round. The inner round is followed by those who have passed through the
human stage and have developed the faculty of etheric living and can follow the etheric cycles,
functioning on the three higher etheric planes in the solar system.
MARS – MERCURY – EARTH - TCF 1175/1177
In connection with our planetary Logos, the three etheric planets of our chain; EARTH - MERCURY MARS - form a triangle of rare importance. At the present point in evolution of the logoic centres,
VENUS - EARTH - SATURN form one triangle undergoing vivification through the action of kundalini;
the centres are becoming slowly fourth-dimensional. VENUS rules the logoic heart centre (ray 2);
SATURN the logoic throat centre (ray 3).
EARTH - MERCURY – MARS, related to:
VENUS – EARTH – SATURN - EA 688, TCF 181, 369
A systemic formation of great importance in the next round will bring these three planetary schemes in
relation to each other so that a solar systemic triangle will be formed.
EARTH scheme – MARS – MERCURY schemes - EA 691
Triangle of planetary kundalini of the three etheric planets of the EARTH scheme: MERCURY and the
centre at the base of the spine in the human being are closely allied. MERCURY demonstrates
kundalini in intelligent activity, while MARS demonstrates kundalini latent.
EARTH – MARS – MERCURY - TCF 181
Esoteric triangle connecting VENUS and JUPITER closely connected with the EARTH.
VENUS – JUPITER – EARTH - EA 661, 692
Triangles of the heart of the SUN related to the lower & higher mental bodies, producing the causal
body. The force flows from the heart of the Sun and works through a triangle of the VENUS scheme EARTH - SUN.
Heart of the SUN – VENUS – EARTH relates to
Heart of the SUN – man’s lower mental body - man’s higher mental body - EA 690
A three-headed triangle, because MERCURY is one with the SUN and VENUS.
MERCURY – SUN – VENUS - EA 663
SUN - MOON - MERCURY were the earliest trinity of the Egyptians (Osiris - Isis - Hermes)
SUN – MOON – MERCURY or Osiris – Isis – Hermes - EA 670
The Trinity is symbolised by the triple SUN. (Two triangles). [These three SUNS have a relation with
LEO as the three planetary rulers of that sign: orthodox – esoteric - hierarchical].
1. Central spiritual SUN - God the Father.
2. Heart of the SUN - God the Son.
3. Physical SUN - God the Holy Spirit." - EA 670
In connection with one of the Heavenly Men (which one cannot at this juncture be pointed out) we
have one great triangle of force in these three centres, which is not yet in complete vivification.
1. Force centre: the Manu and His group, are the expression.
2. Centre: the Bodhisattva or the Christ and His adherents are the focal point.
3. Centre: the Mahachohan and his followers are the exponents. - EA 687
Triangle of absorbing planets; the three synthesising planets of the solar scheme.
URANUS – NEPTUNE – SATURN - TCF 1177
Triangle of the function of the Registrants of the Purpose is to keep this channel open.
EARTH – VENUS – Central Spiritual SUN - R&I 69
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PLANETARY TRIANGLES
Books
DN = Destiny of the Nations
DNA1 = Discipleship in the New Age, Part 1
DNA2 = Discipleship in the New Age, Part 1
EA = Esoteric Astrology
EXH = Externalisation of Hierarchy
GWP = Glamour, a World Problem
LOS = Light of the Soul
RC = Reappearance of the Christ
R&I = Rays and Initiations
TCF = Treatise on Cosmic Fire
TEV = Telepathy and the Etheric Vehicle (of man)
PLANETARY TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Triangle of three major cosmic laws
1. The Law of Economy affects humanity in every phase of its life.
2. The Law of Attraction gains some control via the Hierarchy.
3. The Law of Synthesis receives attention from many initiates and senior disciples.
These three great laws are aspects of the (universal) Law of Freedom.
Law of Economy – Law of Attraction – Law of Synthesis TCF
1. Higher triangle of Sanat Kumara, Lord of the world:
2. Lower triangle of planetary centres:
Seven Kumaras – four Kumaras/ exoteric – three Kumaras/esoteric
Seven head centres – Four minor head centres – Three major head centres - TCF 181
Triangle of Heads of the three Hierarchical Departments
The Christ, assisted by the Manu and the Lord of Civilisation are three Great Lords Who represent the
three divine Aspects in the Hierarchy.
2. One point of this essential Triangle relates to world-governments, politics and statesmanship;
another to world-religions and a third to world-economics and -finance. All these three Centres can
therefore be depicted in the following manner: At the close of the age, the three major Centres will be
in unified activity, with Sanat Kumara in Shamballa overshadowing His Representatives in the
hierarchical and human Centres.
Manu - Christ – Mahachohan
World government – World Religion - World economics & finances - DNA1 754, TEV 185, R&I 921.
In connection with one of the Heavenly Men (which one cannot at this juncture be pointed out) we
have one great triangle of force in these three centres, which is not yet in complete vivification.
Force centre: the Manu and His group, are the expression.
Centre: the Bodhisattva or the Christ and His adherents are the focal point.
Centre: the Mahachohan and his followers are the exponents. - EA 687
Triangle of three Buddha’s of Activity cooperating with Sanat Kumara. They do not belong to this solar
system at all. They are advisors to Sanat Kumara for His initial purpose in the Council Chamber of
Shamballa. They are linking intermediARIES between the Solar Logos and the informing Life of
LIBRA, and relate these two great centres to our planetary Logos.
The devas are controlled by the Triangle of the three Buddhas of Activity
Buddha’s of Activity nos. 1 – 2 – 3 - R&I 179, 256/267,
Solar-cosmic triangles of the three Buddha’s of Activity. They are to Sanat Kumara what the three
mind aspects upon the mental plane are to the disciple and the initiate.
Life of LIBRA – Solar Logos – Our planetary Logos
Lower mind – Son of Mind – Higher mind of planetary Logos - R&I 267
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The three Buddhas of Activity are related to Shamballa and to the three human root-races known as
Lemurian - Atlantean – Aryan. The three Buddhas of Activity are to the planetary Logos, what the
Spiritual Triad is to the dedicated personality of the initiated disciple. One of the three Buddhas now
works through the spiritual will.
The Buddhas Themselves form a deeply esoteric Triangle.
Triangles of human centres related to the three Buddha’s of Activity:
Buddha’s of Activity
Ajna – Throat – Base of spine centres
Throat centre – Thyroid – Para-thyroid glands - DNA2 201, R&I 270, 272
1. Central triangle of Shamballa.
2. Central triangle of the Hierarchy.
3. Coming central triangle of humanity.
Three Buddha’s of Activity
Manu – Christ – Mahachohan
World government – World religion – World economy/finance - TEV 186
Triangle of Acts for humanity by the three Buddha’s of Activity [Shamballa].
Act of Individualisation
Act of Initiation
Act of Identification - R&I 267
Triangle of the three Associates of the Christ: “Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on
Earth."
Buddha (Light) – Spirit of Peace (Love) – Avatar of Synthesis (Power) - RC 82, 111
Extra-planetary energies pour through our planet and to the triangle of planetary centres of Shamballa
– Hierarchy – Humanity, producing a dual effect:
1. Upon advanced man, galvanising the centres above the diaphragm into activity and enabling him to
respond to the Hierarchy.
2. Upon un-evolved man, enabling him to function as an ordinary, unenlightened human being.
The disciple has to become consciously aware of the planetary influences and begin to use them for
the soul’s purpose. The initiate has to be aware of the zodiacal influences.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity - EA 22, 618 (and many other references)
Some relationships of the major three planetary centres.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity
Planetary head centre – Heart centre – Ajna centre
Power & Purpose – Love & Wisdom – Intelligence
Directing will – Love – Mind - EA 452
Triangle of an organising group of Shamballa with the Hierarchy and Humanity:
a. All members are initiates,
b. All have created their own "rainbow bridges".
c. All can work in unity; the group-antahkarana becomes a channel of free communication
between these three planetary centres, working together with an even higher triangle.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity
Avatar of Synthesis – Christ – Buddha - R&I 256/258
Three recognisable triangles between three planetary centres, the spiritual triad of Monad, Soul and
Personality and the atma – buddhi - manas sub-planes indicating astraight line of energy from
Shamballa to the Hierarchy and to Humanity.
Humanity, using the Great Invocation can set up a direct relationship with Shamballa, promoting the
circulation of spiritual energies between the three centres.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity related to: Monad – Soul – Personality related to: Atma – Buddhi –
Manas - EXH 153, R&I 645, 758
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1. Higher triangle of the planet Earth for the superhuman.
2. Lower triangle of the human.
a. Head centre - -Shamballa - energy of will, power and purpose.
b. Heart centre - -Hierarchy - -energies of love – wisdom.
c. Throat centre - Humanity - -energy of active intelligence.
d. Ajna centre is acting as the agent of all three.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity
Head – Heart – Throat centres - EH 138, 153, 159
A Triangle of living Energy focussed through three great spiritual Individuals, Who evoke recognition
both in the East and in the West.
Lord of the World, Ancient of Days, Sanat Kumara, planetary Logos, Christ said Him: "I and My Father
are One."
Buddha, Illumined One, Revealer of light and wisdom coming from sources far greater than our
planetary Life.
Christ, Son of the Father, World Saviour, the Redeemer, Lord of Love. - EXH 287
A great Triangle of Force for the Forces of Enlightenment. The three Lives control the energy to be
released for the illumining of men's minds.
Lord of the World; Light of Life Itself.
Buddha, Lord of Wisdom, bringing spiritual light and divine purpose.
Christ, Lord of Love, distributing Agent for the Forces of Enlightenment. - EXH 464
The energies of both Shamballa and the Hierarchy will be focussed through the chosen Coming One
via this triangle of loving, purposeful energy.
Avatar of Synthesis – Lesser Avatar or Coming One – Christ or Coming One - EXH 303
They create a triangle of energies through which the energy of the Avatar of Synthesis can pour,
finding right direction under Their combined efforts.
Christ – Manu – Master Morya - EXH 663
When this Triangle of Energies has synchronised its efforts, then at a May Full MOON, the great task
of leading humanity into the light of a new day can begin.
Buddha – Christ – New Group of World Servers - EXH 442
These three Leaders unitedly act as a Triangle of transmission between the Council Chamber of the
Lord of the World and the Hierarchy also being Members of the Council.
Departments of the Manu - the Christ - the Lord of Civilisation - EXH 564
Triangle for initiations 1 and 2, facing the Bodhisattva, the Christ.
Triangle for initiation 3, facing the Lord of the World.
Triangle for initiations 4 and 5, facing the planetary Logos.
Triangle for initiations 6 and 7, facing the solar Logos?
Mahachohan – Manu – a Chohan
Three Kumaras, Buddhas of Activity
Three esoteric Kumaras of Buddhas
Greater Beings or Guardians - GWP 108
Higher planetary Triangle of the Registrants of the Purpose; Their function is to keep the channel
open between our Earth - VENUS - Central Spiritual Sun.
Lower planetary Triangle of the Custodians of the Will. Their function is to relate the Council, the
Hierarchy and Humanity, thus creating a basic triangle of force between the three major centres of the
planetary Life. Both triangles create a six-pointed star.
1. Earth – VENUS - Central Spiritual Sun channel
2. Shamballa (Council) – Hierarchy – Humanity - R&I 69, TEV 184
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Triangle of impression upon three planetary centres. The sources of impressions:
Shamballa is impressed by:
(1) Members of the Great White Lodge on SIRIUS,
(2) from one or other of the constellations,
(3) from a triangle of Earth and two other planets and
(4) from the planet VENUS, the Earth's alter ego, recorded by "the Universal Mind," the mind of God,
our planetary Logos.
The Hierarchy is impression by:
(1) Shamballa itself,
(2) certain great Lives, and
(3) the great group of divine Contemplatives as an intermediate group between Shamballa and the
Hierarchy, and the Buddha.
The New Group of World Servers is impressed by:
the active INTELLIGENCE of God; they translate this divine impression, bringing it into concrete
manifestation.
Humanity is impressed by:
(1) the Hierarchy, by stimulating ideas,
(2) by the Ashrams of the Masters.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity TEV 42/47, R&I 89 (and many other references)
Triangle of the function of the Custodians of the Will is to create a basic triangle of force between the
three major planetary centres. The higher symbol of a six-pointed star. formed of two interlaced
triangles of three higher and three lower centres:
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity.
Human head - heart – throat centres
Human solar plexus - sacral - base of the spine centres. - R&I 69, TEV 190
Triangle of Energy called the "Three Buddha’s of Activity", closely connected with the third aspect of
divinity. They are the "eye within the Triangle"; the All-See-ing Eye" of God.
Three Buddha’s of Activity [Shamballa] - R&I 180, 269/274
Highest Triangle of anchoring the group-antahkarana in Shamballa: in the three Buddha’s of Activity.
Three threads of Life - Consciousness – Creativity - R&I 256
Triangle of zodiacal energies, conditioning the Hierarchy, functioning through MERCURY, the
reasoning Messenger of the Gods.Qualities of: Universal life – Illumination - Salvation
AQUARIUS - Custodian of the "life more abundantly". The "implementing force of universality." The
future.
TAURUS - Revealer of vision. "Eye of the Gods." Illumination. The present.
PISCES - Inspiration of World Saviour. Field of force produced by the past. - R&I 227/230
Triangle of contact with Hierarchy. The Master Morya is the Head of all truly esoteric schools. Here
the Will is developed, to understand the Purpose. He relates the three points of the triangle composed
of the Hierarchy, the world of souls on the mental plane, and those human souls who are ready for
contact with the Hierarchy as they have made contact with their souls. These may find their way into
the New Group of World Servers.
Hierarchy - World of souls on mental plane - Human souls ready for contact with Hierarchy - R&I 373
A triangle of the New Group of World Servers (NGWS) on the Law of Group Progress. A functioning
member of the NGWS must have the heart centre awakened; the head centre must also be in
process of awakening, to "hold the mind steady in the light" and some forms of creative activity.
Head – Throat – Heart centres
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A triangle on the Law of Magnetic Impulse.
Head centre – Ajna centre – Centres on spinal column.
Triangle of spiritual energy of enormous potency of a very ancient relationship between our Lord of
the World, Sanat Kumara, and the Lord of SIRIUS
SIRIUS – Hierarchy – Heart of the SUN - R&I 414
Triangle related to Path 1 of the Way of the Higher Evolution of Earth Service, of the Way of the
Higher Evolution, concerns the choice of the Master at the sixth initiation for one of the seven Paths.
All these seven Paths lead either to the cosmic astral plane or to the cosmic mental plane, according
to the decision made at the sixth initiation. Path One, the Path of Earth Service, is ruled by the Lord of
our World. The Master then chooses one out of four kingdoms to provide the field of his sacrifice and
service.
Heart of God (cosmic astral plane) – Hierarchy – One of four (higher) Kingdoms of Nature - R&I 399
SIRIUS – Hierarchy – Heart of the SUN - R&I 414
Triangle related to Path 2 of the Way of the Higher Evolution of Magnetic Work. There are found on
this Path of Magnetic Work two blended influences, those of GEMINIand LIBRA. This entering stream
of dual and balanced energies of LIBRA and GEMINIis released into our solar system and forms the
second Path.
LIBRA – GEMINI– our Solar System - R&I 423/425
Triangle related to Path 3 of the Way oof the Higher Evolution of Training for Planetary Logoi includes
training within certain of the major planetary schemes and primarily instruction from two of the
Buddhas of Activity. They move into the planetary life of VENUS and there complete Their training.
They begin with the identification of the Monad within our planetary sphere with the Purpose and the
Will of the Lord of the World.
Heart of the SUN – VENUS – EARTH - R&I 406
Triangle of enormous potency related to Path 4 of the Way of the Higher Evolution - the Path to
SIRIUS. The great Sun, SIRIUS, is closely related to our planetary Life. SIRIUS is to our solar Logos
what the Monad is to the spiritual man. There is a relationship of very ancient date between our Lord
of the World, Sanat Kumara, and the Lord of SIRIUS. The majority of liberated humanity chooses this
way to the cosmic centre. The entire work of the Hierarchy is controlled from SIRIUS. The Law of
Freedom governs the Life and the Lives upon SIRIUS.
SIRIUS – Heart of the SUN – Hierarchy of EARTH - R&I 414
Triangle related to Path 7 of the Way of the Higher Evolution of Absolute Sonship producing relation
between our solar system and the universe. Entrance of great Avatars to our solar system.
This mysterious Path relates our solar system to the constellation of the GREAT BEAR. And creates
three streams of energy via the GREAT BEAR, the Heart of the SUN or from our Solar Logos and
from the seven sacred planets.
In addition to the above there is a related triangle (2) to liberate the non-sacred planets.
1. GREAT BEAR - Heart of the SUN/Solar Logos – 7 Sacred planets
(VULCAN – JUPITER – SATURN – MERCURY – VENUS – NEPTUNE – URANUS)
2. The One about Whom naught may be said – Solar Logos – Planetary Logos - R&I 422
Every group needs its central triangle. A triad is formed by a Master and His two senior disciples
during initiation. Three Masters are found in the centre of an Ashram.
All exoteric groups connected with an Ashram have a group-leader and two others who are the
reflection or the correspondence to the higher triad. This is part of the externalisation of the Hierarchy,
which is proceeding rapidly at this time.
A nation has its chosen ruler, and its two ministers for home affairs and its foreign secretary for
exoteric relationships.
Central triangle in every group.
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World triangle determining the destiny of humanity. When these three nations achieve a measure of
internal harmony and true understanding established between them, then world-peace will be assured
and the Christ can come.
Russia – United Kingdom – United States - R&I 630/639
A triangle of force which conditions Europe most potently. Between these three lies the destiny of the
race of men in the immediate future. Will the coming decisions be based upon the good of the whole
or upon the good of a part of the whole?
London – Paris – Berlin - DN 81
The work of Triangles of Light and the work of Good Will.
Human triangles of Light work - DNA2 88, 170 and many other references.
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HUMAN TRIANGLES
Books
DNA1 = Discipleship in the New Age, Part 1
DNA2 = Discipleship in the New Age, Part 1
EA = Esoteric Astrology
EH = Esoteric Healing
EP1 = Esoteric Psychology Part 1
EP2 = Esoteric Psychology Part 2
EXH = Externalisation of Hierarchy
GWP = Glamour, a World Problem
LOS = Light of the Soul
R&I = Rays and Initiations
TCF = Treatise on Cosmic Fire
TEV = Telepathy and the Etheric Vehicle (of man)
HUMAN TRIANGLES - PURPOSE & MEANING
Three by three (nine) interrelated triangles.
Cosmic constellations - zodiac - planets
Monad - soul - personality
Will-to-power - Will-to-love - Will-to-know - EA 28
1. Higher triangle and 2. Lower triangle
a. Head centre - - - Shamballa - - - energy of will, power and purpose.
b. Heart centre - - - Hierarchy - - - energies of love – wisdom.
c. Throat centre - - - Humanity - - - energy of active intelligence.
d. The Ajna centre is acting as the agent of all three.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity
Head – Heart centre – Throat centres - EH 138, 154
Triangle of the function of the Custodians of the Will is to create a basic triangle of force between the
three major planetary centres. The higher symbol of a six-pointed star, formed of two interlaced
triangles of three higher and three lower centres presented by (1) the higher and (2) the lower human
triangle.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity.
Human head - Heart – Throat centres
Human solar plexus - Sacral - Base of the spine centres. R&I 69, TEV 190
1. Triangle for initiations 1 and 2, facing the Bodhisattva, the Christ.
2. Triangle for initiation 3, facing the Lord of the World.
3. Triangle for initiations 4 and 5, facing the planetary Logos.
4. Triangle for initiations 6 and 7, facing the solar Logos?
Mahachohan – Manu – a Chohan
Three Kumaras, Buddhas of Activity
Three esoteric Kumaras of Buddhas
Greater Beings or Guardians - GWP 108
The essential triangle being the centre of the conceptual life of the soul, vibrating between the two
points or pairs of opposites and acting as an invocative and evocative centre.
Hierarchy – Soul – Humanity - EH 517
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Three groups of interlocking triangles of major importance to humanity reaching the individual man.
They transmit their energies via a cosmic – zodiacal - solar systemic - planetary – human sequence of
energy streams between cosmos and human.
Through the great planetary triangle of Shamballa - Hierarchy - Humanity, these cosmic, zodiacal and
systemic forces are focussed upon the individual human being.
1. GREAT BEAR – SIRIUS – PLEIADES
2. LEO – PISCES - CAPRICORN
3. SATURN – URANUS - MERCURY.
4. Shamballa - Hierarchy – Humanity
- Planetary Head - Heart - Ajna centres
- Initiate – Disciple – Aspirant
5. Human Head - Heart - Ajna centres
- Pineal – Thymus – Pituitary glands
6. Base of spine - Solar plexus - Throat centres
7. Adrenal – Pancreas – Thyroid glands - EA 80, 421/427
Triplicity of: man’s three Paths - three groups of centres – the three etheric channels.
Upon the physical plane we find the merging of the dense and the etheric forces. This is
consummated upon the Path of Purification.
Upon the astral plane there must come the resolution of the pairs of opposites. This is consummated
upon the Path of Discipleship.
Upon the mental plane the Angel of the Presence and the Dweller on the Threshold are brought face
to face. Their synthesis is brought about upon the Path of Initiation.
Path of Evolution or Path of Purification - centres below diaphragm.
Path of Discipleship - centres above diaphragm.
Path of Initiation - centres in head. - EA 55
Triangles of the three Paths of Man
Path of Evolution and Probation relates to intellect – personality – Humanity.
Path of Discipleship relates to love nature – soul – Hierarchy.
Path of Initiation relates to will – Monad – Shamballa.
Path of Evolution and Probation – Path of Discipleship – Path of Initiation
Response to Humanity – to Hierarchy – to Shamballa
Personality functions – Soul functions – Monad functions
Mind controls – Buddhi/intuition controls – Dynamic Purpose controls - EA 54, 613
Triangles of the second initiation. At this initiation, the candidate comes under the influence of three
planets - NEPTUNE, VENUS and JUPITER. The three centres - solar plexus, heart and throat - are
actively involved.
NEPTUNE – VENUS – JUPITER
Solar plexus – Heart – Throat centres - EA 70
Two triangles related to the third Initiation of such tremendous importance. The human triangle and
the solar systemic triangle are symbolically allied.
Monad – Ego – Personality allied with
VENUS – Sun – Earth - TCF 1076
Initial triangle of Sanat Kumara; the three major Rays of Aspect. Related human triangle.
Ray 1 – Ray 2 – Ray 3, related to:
Monad – Soul – Personality - TEV 164
Triangle of the ajna centre related to the three threads/aspects of man to:
the Personality by the creative thread;
the Soul by the thread of consciousness;
the Monad by the sutratma or life thread (not the antahkarana).
Personality – Soul – Monad - EH 148, 153
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Compilation of Triangles or triplicities of the human being
1st Aspect - 2nd Aspect - 3rd Aspect
Spirit - Soul - Body
Father - Son (Christ) - Holy Ghost
Monad - Ego - Personality
Divine self - Higher self - Lower self
Life - Consciousness - Form
Energy - Force - Matter
Presence - Angel of the Presence - Human being
Abstract Mind - Son of mind – Lower concrete Mind
Triangle of anchoring the individual antahkarana in the Soul.
Triangle of anchoring the individual antahkarana in the initiate’s head.
Higher mind - Buddhic consciousness – Atmic awareness
Head – Ajna – Alta major centres - R&I 256
Higher triangle of three major rays of the human being.
Lower triangle of related permanent atoms/units.
Personality Ray – Egoic Ray – Monadic Ray
Physical permanent atom – Astral permanent atom – Mental unit. - TCF 70, 167, 608
Triangles of life and energy. When the petals of the Egoic Lotus are unfolded they are transmitters of
life or energy from three triangles of sources:
Lower self – Lunar Pitri - Knowledge petals.
Ego - Solar Angel - Love petals.
Monad - Father in Heaven - Sacrifice petals. - TCF 1112
Two triangles, representing a curious resemblance between the three divine aspects in manifestation
and the spiritual man upon the mental plane.
Monad - - - - - Abstract mind.
Soul - - - - - - -Egoic lotus.
Personality - -Lower/concrete mind. - EH 589
Two triangles relating the three main aspects of man to the triangle of centres above the diaphragm.
The Head - Heart - Throat centres are the organs of reception for energies coming from the three
planetary centres.
Monad – Ego – personality and
Head – Heart – Throat centres - TCF 167, 608, TEV 193
Triangle of centres with12-folds (1x12 + 80x12; 8x12 and 1x12 petals or vrtices) found in these three
centres. If the student considers the three tiers of petals in the twelve-petalled lotus, he may find
illumination. The central petals of the Egoic Lotus then may open up.
Head – Ajna - Heart centre - TCF 170, 860/864
Triangle of the solar angel producing the perfect man by: the energy of love - the energy of will or
purpose (being the qualities of the life thread) - dominating the third energy of mind.
Energy of will or purpose - Energy of love - Energy of mind - EP2 8
The Spiritual or higher Triad: atma-buddhi-manas or spiritual will, intuitive understanding and the
higher mind. It represents the Spiritual Soul. It is the triple instrument of the Monad. (The lower triad is
the personality)
Atma – Buddhi – Manas or Spiritual Triad - DNA1 71, 403, 753, 764
Mental triangle; a reflection, in time and space, of the Monad and of the two higher aspects of the
Spiritual Triad (Atma – Buddhi – Manas).
Abstract mind – Soul/Son of Mind – Concrete mind - TEV 50, 71
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Triangle of three etheric channels along the spine.
Triangle of three “threads”.
Triangle of three organs related to the three channels.
The three channels up the spine are responsive to the solar plexus centre, the heart centre and the
head centre.
IDA – PINGALA – SUSHUMNA
Antahkarana – Sutratma - Creative thread
Solar plexus – Heart – Head centres - EH 183, 187
Triangle of head centres using the brain as an energy transmitter.
Here, the mind receives communications from three sources:
The three worlds of ordinary living.
The soul’s wisdom.
The Spiritual Triad, intermediary between Monad and brain.
Head centre (pineal gland) – Alta major (carotid gland) – Ajna (pituitary body) - R&I 431
Triangle of the three energy channels (Ida – Sushumna – Pingala) related to three centres and glands
in the head. Three stages for base of spine: serpent of matter – serpent of wisdom – dragon of living
light (Kundalini fires):
The serpent of matter lies coiled.This serpent is transformed into the serpent of wisdom.
The serpent of wisdom is translated and becomes the "dragon of living light."
Alta major – Ajna – Head centres
Carotid – Pituitary – Pineal glands
Ida – Sushumna – Pingala - EH 148, 151, 182/189, 200, 581
Triangle of 1x centre and 2x glands in the head - with four lesser centres, blended in the alta major
centre. There is a close connection:
Between alta major centre and throat centre.
Between heart centre and pituitary body.
Between head centre and pineal gland.
Pineal gland – Pituitary body – Alta major centre - TCF 169
Each of them is triple, representing nine all, the number of initiation.
Personality – Soul – Spiritual Triad - DNA2 183
Triangles controlling the fusion of soul and personality. All these triangles/triplicities, present within the
circumference of the head, constitute the mechanism through which:
The soul controls its instrument, the personality.
The personality directs the activities of the physical body.
Soul – Personality – Head centre
Head – Ajna – Alta major centres
Pineal – Pituitary body – Carotid glands - EH 148, 151, 187, 200, 202, 581
Triangle of impressing the brain - using the mind as an interpreter and transmitter – with “pure
knowledge” from the realm of spiritual knowledge, and the kingdom of God.
Spiritual man – Mind (medium of investigation) – Brain. - LOS 163
Triangle of the three aspects of the mind. The Son of Mind, the soul is the product of the thought of
the Universal Mind, the thinking, perceiving, discriminating, analysing Identity or spiritual Entity. The
abstract mind is the lowest aspect of the Spiritual Triad.
Lower mind – Son of Mind – Higher mind - EH 510
Compilation of triangles of the Mind
Higher mind - Lower mind - Son of Mind
Perceiver - Perception - That which is perceived
Thinker - Thought – Thought-forms
Knower - Knowledge - Knowledge field
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Knower – Mind – Brain
Seer - Sight - That which is seen
Observer - Observation – The observed
Spectator - Vision – Spectacle
Mind - Brain - Nervous system
Thinker - Mind – Brain
Soul/Mind – Brain – Two eyes
Soul/mind – Brain - Third eye
Son of Mind – Abstract mind – Universal Mind - LOS 134, 152, 160, 327, 412, TEV 71
Create a triangle of light between your soul, your head centre and Myself. See, pouring down, via the
triangle, a stream of light, golden in colour and not white.
Soul – Head centre – Tibetan Master Djwhal Khul. - DNA1 440
A healing triangle
Master – Patient – Healer - EH 27
A healing triangle of energy
Healer’s Soul – Patient’s Soul - Healer on the physical plane - EH 542
A healing triangle of energy working out from the brain via the two hands. The healer must link his
soul – heart – brain, Via his hands he pours vital healing force upon the patient.
Soul – Brain – Heart - EH 648, 651, 655
Triangle important for the average emotional type of person.
Soul – Head – Solar plexus centres - EH 430
Triangle important at the time of death for highly developed people and for those upon the Path of
Discipleship.
Soul – Head – Ajna centres - EH 430
Triangle of the reaction of the spiritual will of the soul in relation to the Art of Dying.
Soul – Astral body – Solar plexus centre - EH 431
Triangle of man after physical death. The inner man remains himself. He is responsive to the quality
of his astral-emotional equipment, his mental condition and the voice of the soul. He is not lost but still
present upon the planet. He persists and will forever remain individual, qualified by ray-type, part of
the kingdom of souls, and a high initiate in his own right.
Soul – Mental body – Astral body - EH 478
Triangle of soul-energy anchoring the life-stream in the heart and the consciousness stream in the
head. The ajna centre unfolds and perfects the self-consciousness.
The head centre brings group-consciousness, realisation of the greater Whole.
Heart centre (life) – Ajna centre (self-consciousness) – Head centre (the Whole).
Triangle of soul-energy affecting the three aspects of the personality.
The intelligence aspect reflects itself in the mind.
The love nature in the emotional desire body.
The life principle in and through the etheric or vital body.
Mind (intelligence) – Emotional body (love) – Etheric body (life).
Triangle of Intuition: (soul nature).
Triangle of Intelligence (mental vehicle).
Instinct distinguishes the physical nature, the vital and the desire natures via the solar plexus and the
organs of reproduction.Intelligence distinguishes the mind aspect or mental vehicle, and works
through the brain, the ajna and throat centres. Intuition distinguishes the soul nature and it works
through the mind, heart centre and head centre.
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From these three major points the soul governs eventually the personality.
Mind – Heart centre – Head centre
Brain – Ajna centre – Throat centre
Triangle of thraldom.
Illusion is of mental quality. It is the misunderstanding of ideas and thought-forms.
Glamour is astral in character, and now far more potent than illusion.
Maya is vital in character and is a quality of force. It is active human energy through the influence of
mental illusion and astral glamour.
Illusion (mental vehicle) – Glamour (astral vehicle) - Maya (etheric vehicle) – GWP
A primary healing triangle (4) of the healer.
A secondary triangle (5) for energy circulation.
The healer needs to link these two triangles.
Soul energy – transmitting vehicle – etheric body (via Heart or Solar plexus)
Head centre – Ajna centre – Centre receiving energy. EH 697
Three triangles for the fusion of soul and personality.
Soul – Personality - Head centre.
Head - Ajna – Alta major centres.
Pineal gland - Pituitary body - Carotid gland. EH 200
A lesser triangle of energy is established: heart, head and ajna centres.
A greater triangle of energy is established: soul, head and heart centres.
Heart – Head – Ajna centres
Soul – Head – Heart centres - DNA2 478
Life or spirit - - - Etheric energy centre.
Soul or quality - Gland.
Form or matter - Organs in any particular area governed by any one centre.
Triangle: Life – Soul – Form
Triangle: Etheric centre – Gland – Organs - EH 202/205
Three triangles of the petals (vortices) of the Egoic Lotus in the causal body.
Triangle of Knowledge petals
Triangle of Love petals
Triangle of Sacrifice petals - TCF 822
The first esoteric triangle of energy in the etheric body, which the disciple creates.
12 Petalled lotus in the head – Ajna centre – Heart centre - DNA2 182
A spiritual triangle in the head, later created by the disciple. :
1,000 Petalled lotus – Ajna centre – Alta major centre - DNA2 182
Triangle of kundalini fire in the head. The threefold channel in the spine, and the entire etheric body is
gradually cleansed and purified by the action of the fire till all "dross" is burnt away. The centres
become more active, and the body purer, the fire from the Ego, comes downward and a flame of real
brilliance issues from the top of the head towards its source, the causal body. The two fires of matter
are blended first with each other, and, secondly, with the fire of mind. The united result of this
blending is the destruction (under rule and order), of the etheric web, resulting in continuity of
consciousness and the "Life more abundant," or the third fire of Spirit. Rising the kundalini fires
ignorantly and selfishly is dangerous. Head – Ajna – Alta major centres - TCF 122/127 134/138
Triangle of the third eye/Eye of Shiva: The "Eye of Shiva" is one of the names for the first great logoic
aspect. In the human being it is in the centre of the forehead between the two physical eyes. This
third eye exists in etheric matter as an etheric centre of force. The pineal gland functions somewhat,
before the "Eye of Shiva" becomes active. Head – Ajna - Alta major centres - TCF 1009
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Triangle of kundalini fire (manasic) in the head; the higher correspondence of prana. The centre
between the shoulder blades is said to be a manasic centre. They form a manasic triangle, after their
juncture with the two fires of the two lower triangles.
Pineal gland - Pituitary body - Alta major centre TCF 98, 124, 135, 169
Triangle of the three major aspects. The third eye relates to the Activity aspect, to Matter and to the
Mother.
Head (Will) – Pineal gland (Love-Wisdom ) – Third eye (Activity) TCF 1008/1010
Triangle, purely manasic, prior to merging by the three head centres.
Throat centre – Pineal gland – Pituitary body - TCF 135/138
Triangle of kundalini fire at the base of the spine; the three lower centres.
The merging of the fires of matter and the fires of mind results in the energising of the sum-total of the
atoms of the matter of the body.
A point at the bottom of the spinal column - Two major sex organs (in males and females) TCF 135
Triangle of etheric centres in the head.
Triangle of endocrinal glands in the head.
Triangle of organs in the head.
Head – Ajna – Alta major centre
Pineal gland – Pituitary body – Carotid gland
Brain – Eyes/Ears/Nose – Spinal column/three channels - EH 202, 578
Three triangles in the head. Two are distributors of energy; the third is distributor of force.
Head – Alta major – Ajna centres
Pineal – Carotid glands - Pituitary
Ajna centre – Right eye – Left eye - EH 581
The two triangles of the three eyes and the three phases of the mind are interrelated.
Abstract mind - Son of Mind - Concrete mind
Manas - Soul/Manasaputra – Mental body
Right eye - Left eye - Third eye. - EA 436
Triangle of three endocrine glands powerfully affecting the brain.
Pineal gland – Pituitary body – Carotid gland - R&I 431
A “Trouble Triangle”! The activity of the ajna centre will increase greatly during the coming century.
This triangle will produce serious problems for the brain and the eyes. The ajna centre focusses the
abstracted energy of the five centres up the spine and is the seat of personality power. According to
the use of power throughout the body by the personality, so will the centres and organs be affected:
Heart centre, Solar plexus and related organs.
Ajna centre – Pituitary body – Head centre/Pineal gland.
Triangle of three eyes of vision and direction for the advanced disciple and initiate, when dealing with
a group or with an individual.
The inner eye, the single eye of the spiritual man.
The right eye of buddhi, directing the highest actions of the personality.
The left eye, the eye of manas; distributor of mental energy under correct control.
Triangle of vision and direction for the aspirant and the probationary disciple.
The left eye of manas is the distributor of mental energy under correct control. This eye is also part of
a triangle for use by aspirants and probationary disciples.
Spiritual eye – Ajna centre – Right eye. Ajna centre – left eye – right eye - GWP 250
Kundalini fire and the three related triangles.
The merging of the fires of matter and the fires of mind.
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Three centres in the head: Head – Ajna - Alta major centres
Prana in the body: Shoulder centre – Centre above diaphragm – Spleen
Base of spine – Sacral – Solar plexus centres - TCF 134/136
Radiant etheric triangle for the pranic circulation throughout the entire network of fine channes of the
etheric body. The etheric web of the solar system is of an analogous nature, and also has its three
receptive centres for cosmic prana.
Centre between shoulder blades – Centres above diaphragm – Spleen centre - TCF 98, 135, 169
Three triangles following the advanced development of the solar plexus in the aspirant
Solar plexus – Heart – Ajna centres
Heart – Ajna – Head centres
Heart – Ajna – Heart centre in the head - EH 169
Triangle of three major difficulties for disciples: (1) psychic sensitivity, (2) mystical duality, (3)
dominating light and power. They affect the head (power), heart (psychic sensitivity) and ajna
(mystical) centres, for psychic sensitivity is related to the heart, mystical duality to the ajna centre and
the problem of power to the highest head centre.
Head – Heart – Ajna centres (several references)
Triangles of insight into divine purpose (the initiate), intuitive vision of the plan (the disciple), and a
spiritual direction of the resulting creative activity (the Master).
Symbol of nine-fold initiation via URANUS, MERCURY and SATURN.
The ajna centre is the focussing and directing point for all these energies.
Left eye – Right eye – Third eye or:
Throat – Ajna – Head centres or:
Carotid gland –Pituitary –Pineal gland
Third – Second – First Aspects
Humanity – Hierarchy – Shamballa
Personality – Soul – Monad - EH 148, 151, 572
Triangle of the left eye, the eye of the mother, the personality, the intelligence aspect.
Throat centre - Left eye - Carotid gland - EH 148, 151
Triangle or the right eye , the eye of the Soul, the second or love-wisdom aspect.
Ajna centre - Right eye - Pituitary body - EH 148, 151
Triangle of the third eye, the eye of the Father, Monad, the aspect of will, power, purpose.
Head centre - Third eye - Pineal gland - EH 148, 151
Triangle of energy distributers in average man. In the case of the disciple, there are four energy
distributors: Third eye – Right eye – Left eye – Ajna centre.
Right eye – Left eye – Ajna centre - EH 572, 581
Triangle of the first aspect (Monad) in the head. In the head we have the analogy to the spirit aspect,
the directing will, the Monad, the One.
1. The brain with its five ventricles is the analogy to the physical form.
2. The three glands in the head relate to the soul or psychic nature.
3. The two eyes are the physical plane correspondences to the monad.
Brain – Three glands in the head - Eyes - EH 164
Triple relationships for the fused soul and personality, the initiate
Head – Heart – Throat centres or:
Head centre – Spiritual will – Atma
Heart centre – Spiritual love – Buddhi
Throat centre – Universal mind – Manas - EH 138, 159
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Triangle of centres for average man polarised in his emotional body, living “normally”.
Base of spine – Solar plexus – Heart centres - LOM 73
Man nearing the Probationary Path and for the man, who is aiming at a life of altruism.
Base of spine – Heart – Throat centres - LOM 73
Triangle of man partially controlled by the Ego, advanced man on the Path.
Heart centre – Throat centre – Head; 4 lesser centres & synthesis, Ajna centre - EA 87
Triangle of spiritual man to the third Initiation.
Heart – Throat – seven Head centres - EA 87
Triangle of spiritual man to the fifth Initiation.
Heart centre - seven Head centres – the two many petalled lotuses (Ajna) - EA 87
Triangle for disciples on the “Way of Group Progress”, forming a “triangle of fiery light”. .
Forces of creative life circulate from:
The "point in the head" (Head centre) along the "line to the Heart" to the Throat centre. EP2 198
Triangle of force of the Brother of Light on the right hand path using the heart centre as the
transmitting agency for the building force.
Centre in the head (corresponds to the heart) - Heart centre - Throat centre - TCF 986
Triangle of the effects of the synthetic activity of the centres, sheaths and causal body produce (1)
Periodicity of manifestation; (2) the linking of the Triangles and (3) the relation between a triangle of
centres, dealing with a very necessary alignment, prior to full ability to serve in final liberation.
Alta major centre - Throat centre - Centres on the mental plane - TCF 1128
Group of triangles of energy fusion from lower centres (below the diaphragm) to higher centres:
From three centres below the diaphragm into the heart, throat and ajna centres.
From two centres above the diaphragm - the heart and throat centres - into the ajna centre and the
thousand-petalled lotus of the head.
From the ajna centre into the head centre, signifying the complete unification of all the energies
throughout the entire etheric body into one central focal point of distribution - under direct control of
the Spiritual Triad.
Base of spine – Sacral centre – Solar plexus centre
Solar plexus – Heart – Throat centres
Heart – Throat - Ajna centres
Heart – Throat – Head centres
Throat - Ajna - Head centres - EH 148, 151, 171, 172, 174
Three points of a cosmic triangle working through a triangle of microcosmic centres of the human
etheric body.
Intelligence – Life – Form; Head – Heart – Throat centres - GWP 219
Triangle for energy transfer (aspirants):
Energies of the solar plexus centre itself to be directed to the heart centre.
Energies of the sacral centre to be transmitted to the throat centre.
Energies of the centre at the base of the spine to be transferred to the head centre.
Base of spine - Sacral - Solar plexus centres, transferred to:
Head – Throat – Heart centres - EH 138, 154, 159, 168, 172
Etheric triangle of force above the diaphragm; these are minor centres.
Breast bone centre – two breast centres - EH 72, 465
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Triangle of transference of the heat or energy of the lower centres into the three higher centres of the
torso above the diaphragm: the heart, the throat, and the centre between the shoulder blades, which
is not a “sacred” centre.
Centre of Shoulder blades - Throat centre – Heart centre - TCF 859/865
A radiant etheric triangle, which is the originating impulse for the later pranic circulation throughout the
entire etheric body.
Centre of Shoulder blades - Centre above diaphragm – Spleen centre - TCF 98
Higher Triangle of evolution.
Lower Triangle of evolution. A miniature picture of the evolution of spirit and matter:
Base of spine centre corresponds to the personality,
Alta major centre to the Ego, or the Thinker,
Supreme head centre to the Monad.
Monad – Ego – personality; Supreme head – Alta major – Base of spine centres - TCF 1159
The five stages of human evolution:
Triangle of undeveloped man primarily functioning through the solar plexus. :
Triangle of average man; the solar plexus is the problem.
Triangle of the world aspirant, slowly transferring forces from the centres below the diaphragm to the
throat centre and the heart centre; the throat centre is the problem.
Triangle of world disciples, beginning to be governed by the throat and heart centres and start to
transfer the forces to the ajna centre developing an integrated personality; the throat centre is the
problem.
Triangle of initiates. The more advanced disciples and world initiates are lifting the energies of all the
centres into the head centre/Soul stimulated from the highest centre.
Base of spine centre – Sacral centre – Solar plexus centre.
Solar plexus centre – Heart centre – Throat centre.
Solar plexus centre – Heart centre - Throat centre/Soul stimulated.
Heart centre – Throat centre – Ajna centre/Soul stimulated.
Ajna centre – Head centre – Soul stimulates the highest centre. - EA 77
Triangle for average and undeveloped man, living below the diaphragm.
Triangle for a large number of (rather) developed people who are in an interim stage.
Triangle for advanced people upon one or other of the final stages of the Path
Base of spine – Sacral – Solar plexus
Throat – Ajna – Heart centres.
Ajna – Head – Alta major centres. - EA 76
The pranic triangle of vital energy.
Shoulder centre - Centre near the diaphragm – Spleen (vital energy). - EA 87, TCF 169
Triangle of man controlled from the astral (emotional) plane.
Base of spine - Solar plexus – Heart centres. - EA 87, TCF 169
Triangle of man controlled from the mental plane.
Base of spine – Heart – Throat centres. - EA 87
Triangle of man partially controlled by the Ego, advanced man.
Heart centre – Throat centre – Head; 4 lesser centres & synthesis, Ajna centre - EA 87, TCF 169
Triangle of spiritual man to the third Initiation.
Heart – Throat – seven Head centres. - EA 87
Triangle of spiritual man to the fifth Initiation.
Heart centre - seven Head centres - two many-petalled lotuses (Ajna). - EA 87, TCF 169
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The centre between the shoulder blades is the manasic centre. When it is vibrating forcefully, then the
alta major and the head centre, via the throat centre can be united.
Uniting triangle via the shoulder blades centre.
Uniting triangle in the head.
Uniting triangle in the head.
Uniting triangle in the head.
Throat – Alta major – Head centres
Base of spine – Alta major – Throat centres
Solar pl. – Heart – Third eye centres
Pineal gland – Pituitary body – Alta major centre - TCF 1155, 1160, 1165
A higher planetary and a lower human triangle interrelated.
The three centres in the human being above the diaphragm (the head, the heart and the throat
centres) are the organs of reception for energies coming from the three planetary centres. Humanity
now has a definite grasp of the Plan of the Hierarchy and may develop a grasp of the Purpose of
Shamballa via the New Group of World Servers.
Shamballa – Hierarchy – Humanity (emanation)
Head – Heart - Throat centres (reception) - TEV 183/197
Triangles of higher impression.
Triangle of middle impression.
Triangle of lower impression:
Triangle of intuitional telepathy.
Intuitional telepathy is developed upon the Path of Discipleship.
Monad – Spiritual Triad (atma) – Spiritual Triad (buddhi)
Abstract mind – Soul/Son of Mind – Lower mind
Soul – Lower mind – Vital body
Head – Ajna centre – Throat centres - TEV 19, 50
Triangle for inner group-alignment and contact. For this, the triplicity of soul-mind-brain is all aligned in
the individual and with the members of the group.
Triangle supportive for inner group-alignment by:
The brain needs to rightly register and correctly transmit the soul impressions and group purposes.
This involves the awakening of the ajna centre subordinated to the head centre bringing alignment
between soul-mind-brain.
Soul – mind – brain
Head centre – Ajna centre – Brain - TWM 422
Triangle of triple divine expression.
The throat centre symbolises the triple nature of the divine expression.
Throat centre (substance in activity) – Speech apparatus (Word of Soul) – Lungs (Life of Breath) EH
155
Etheric triangle of centres and physical triangle of organs. Essential to the energy of life. The lifeprinciple (Spirit-aspect); the consciousness-principle (Soul-aspect) and the life of matter itself (Matteraspect).
Heart - Head – Pranic centres
Physical heart - Brain – Spleen - EH 335
Triangle of man’s early stages.
Triangle of man’s advanced stages.
Throat centre – Two Lungs
Throat centre – Two ears – Carotid gland - EH 155
Two triangles related to survival after death and the principle of immortality.
Sacral -Splenic -Base spine centres. Throat – Pituitary – Pineal glands. - EH 177
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A triangle of soul-energised centres.
The problem of the average man is connected with the solar plexus.
The problems of the aspirant, disciple and lower are connected with the throat.
Head – Throat – Solar plexus centres
A triangle of consciousness development:
The solar plexus relates to the stage of psychic development.
The ajna centre relates to personality integration and mental development.
The head centre relates to the spiritual man and soul control.
Solar plexus (psychic) – Ajna (mental) – Head centres (soul).
Triangle of two major transferring centres - solar plexus and throat - and one master-centre through
which the energy of the soul must pour “when the right time comes”.
Solar plexus – Throat – Head centres
Triangle of a down-flow of energy from the ajna centre to the heart from the soul,
Solar plexus – Heart – Ajna centres - EH 169
Energy triangles of stimulation from the soul for the aspirant.
Solar plexus – Heart – Ajna centres.
Heart centre in Head – Heart – Ajna centres. - EH 169
Two triangles in the upper torso (above diaphragm).
Three triangles in the lower torso (below diaphragm).
Throat centre – Thyroid gland – Vocal apparatus/Bronchial system/Lungs.
Heart centre – Thymus gland – Heart
Solar plexus – Pancreas – Liver/ Stomach/ Gall bladder
Sacral centre – Gonads – Male & Female reproductive system
Base of spine – Adrenal glands – Spinal column/polar opposite head - EH 202
Triangle of controlling centres for the majority of people. The process of (healthy) control is via the
nervous system. Ajna – Solar plexus – Sacral centres - EH 47
Triangles of the higher initiate; triangle of centres, when man will have "become that, which he is".
These are controlling centres of advanced man. As then the Spiritual Triad becomes active, this
triangle of endocrine glands start to function in a synthesis.
Head – Heart – Base of spine centres
Pineal - Thymus - Adrenal glands influenced by Spiritual SUN - Heart of SUN - Physical SUN
SIRIUS - MERCURY - SATURN
SUN - URANUS – NEPTUNE - EA 301, EH 47, 160
Triangle of organs of the upper body related to the triple Soul-nature.
Throat corresponds to the third creative aspect, the active intelligence of the soul.
Heart, the love-wisdom of the soul, the buddhi or Christ principle.
Lungs, the analogy for the breath of life, is the correspondence to spirit.
Throat – Lungs – Heart - EH 164/166
Triangle of centres expressing ray three during evolution:
The sacral centre for the undeveloped and the average man.
The throat centre for the aspirant and probationary disciple.
The ajna centre for disciples and initiates, when the antahkarana has been built.
Sacral – Throat – Ajna centres - EH 152
A lower etheric triangle of energy-transfer below the diaphragm. The energy needs to be transferred
to centres above the diaphragm: the triangle of higher energy transfer: Head – Throat – Heart centre.
The lower triangle is for purification. Sacral centre – Solar plexus – Base of spine centre
Head – Throat – Heart centres - EH 72, 138, 466, TCF 123, 864
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Triangle of a minor centre, close to the solar plexus, relates this centre to the centre at the base of the
spine and to the sacral centre, making a triangle below the diaphragm.
Base of spine – Sacral - minor Centre near solar plexus centres - EH 73, 160
Triangle of organs related to the Solar plexus centre. Control of the solar plexus centre (related to the
emotional nature) would bring about a major purification, an intensive strengthening and a vital
protection of these three vital organs.
Liver – Stomach – Pancreas - EH 173
Triangle of organs of the lower body (below the diaphragm). These organs have an esoteric
significance of greater value than the other organs.
Spleen – Stomach – Sex organs - EH 164
Higher great triangle of energy flow
Throat centre, corresponding to the sacral centre.
Pituitary body, corresponding to the splenic centre.
Pineal gland, corresponding to the basic centre.
Lower great triangle of energy, a reflection-flow related to form:
The spleen, organ of prana, of physical vitality coming from the sun.
The sacral centre, the predisposing agent towards physical generation.
The centre at the base of the spine, the life-giving principle, the will-to-live.
Throat centre – Pituitary body – Pineal gland; Spleen – Sacral – Base of spine centres - EH 177
Triangle of the sacral centre connected with the ajna centre as a functioning duality, which is
productive of the personality. Sacral centre – Ajna centre – Persona - EH 178
Triangle related to the Sacral centre, registering the energy of the third aspect of divinity.
The solar plexus centre, the sacral centre and the basic centre reflect the throat, heart and head
centres or the higher and lower manifestation of the divine Trinity in man. The energy of the sacral
centre is that of the Holy Spirit. Male and Female gonads – Adrenal glands - EH 178
Triangle related to the Sacral centre (the Divine Hermaphrodite, later to appear!)
Base of spine - Male & Female gonads – Adrenal glands EH 179
Triangle of three endocrine glands powerfully affecting the brain.
Pineal gland – Pituitary body – Carotid gland - R&I 431
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